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ABSTRACT

Situational Awareness Enhancement for Connected and Automated Vehicle Systems

Amin Tahmasbi Sarvestani

Recent developments in the area of Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) have boosted the interest in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs). While ITS is intended to resolve and mitigate serious traffic issues such as passenger and pedestrian fatalities, accidents, and traffic congestion; these goals are only achievable by vehicles that are fully aware of their situation and surroundings in real-time. Therefore, connected and automated vehicle systems heavily rely on communication technologies to create a real-time map of their surrounding environment and extend their range of situational awareness. In this dissertation, we propose novel approaches to enhance situational awareness, its applications, and effective sharing of information among vehicles.

The communication technology for CAVs is known as vehicle-to-everything (V2x) communication, in which vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) have been targeted for the first round of deployment based on dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) devices for vehicles and road-side transportation infrastructures. Wireless communication among these entities creates self-organizing networks, known as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs). Due to the mobile, rapidly changing, and intrinsically error-prone nature of VANETs, traditional network architectures are generally unsatisfactory to address VANETs fundamental performance requirements. Therefore, we first investigate imperfections of the vehicular communication channel and propose a new modeling scheme for large-scale and small-scale components of the communication channel in dense vehicular networks. Subsequently, we introduce an innovative method for a joint modeling of the situational awareness and networking components of CAVs in a single framework. Based on these two models, we propose a novel network-aware broadcast protocol for fast broadcasting of information over multiple hops to extend the range of situational awareness. Afterward, motivated by the most common and injury-prone pedestrian crash scenarios, we extend our work by proposing an end-to-end Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) framework to provide situational awareness and hazard detection for vulnerable road users. Finally, as humans are the most spontaneous and influential entity for transportation systems, we design a learning-based driver behavior model and integrate it into our situational awareness component. Consequently, higher accuracy of situational awareness and overall system performance are achieved by exchange of more useful information.
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Chapter 1  Introduction and Related Works

Serious traffic problems such as accidents and traffic jams have been growing due to the increasing number of motorists in recent years. Therefore, new modifications and improvements are required for existing transportation systems. The Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITSs) are promising solutions to increase safety and efficiency which can integrate telecommunication, information, and cyber technologies into transportation systems. This integration enables the vehicles to be fully aware of their situation and surroundings in real-time. Therefore, these systems heavily rely on communication technologies, with low latency and high throughput, to create a real-time map of their surrounding environment and extend their range of situational awareness. Safety applications such as collision warnings and collision avoidance, which alert the driver and stop the vehicle in imminent accident scenarios, are the primary goals of ITS. Other applications such as road congestion information and electronic toll collection are also used for efficiency and traffic management purposes. Both of such ITS applications are built on top of connected and automated vehicle (CAV) systems linked by wireless communication technologies known as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs).

The wireless communication in VANETs is intrinsically error-prone, due to communication channel imperfections such as noise, path-loss, and interference. Moreover, high-speed vehicles rapidly change the VANET topologies which adds to the above issues. Therefore, traditional network architectures are generally unsatisfactory to address VANETs fundamental performance requirements such as throughput and latency. Consequently, unlike the traditional layered communication stack, in which interaction among layers is limited to delivering concealed information and happens only between neighboring layers, an information sharing scheme among layers is required in VANETs to effectively overcome aforementioned issues. This concept, which is introduced as a network-aware approach in VANETs, could attain higher throughput and lower latency by simultaneously tweaking and optimizing parameters of different layers. For example, the information acquired from physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers such as level of interference and number of dropped packets can strengthen network protocols to discover stable links.
In this dissertation, we propose novel network-aware approaches to enhance real-time situational awareness, its applications, and effective sharing of information among vehicles. Vehicular communication provides real-time situational awareness beyond line-of-sight. Therefore, we first study the imperfections of the vehicular communication channel and propose a new modeling scheme for large-scale and small-scale components of the vehicular communication channel in dense vehicular networks. Subsequently, we introduce an innovative method for a joint modeling of the situational awareness and communication components of CAVs in a single framework to achieve real-time situational awareness beyond line-of-sight (LOS). Based on these two models, we propose a novel network-aware broadcast protocol for fast broadcasting of information over multiple hops to extend the range of situational awareness. Afterward, rooted on the most common and injury-prone pedestrian crash scenarios, we extend our work by proposing an end-to-end Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) framework to provide situational awareness and hazard detection for vulnerable road users. Finally, as humans are the most spontaneous and influential entity for transportation systems, we design a learning-based driver behavior model and integrate it into the estimation component of our situational awareness system. Consequently, higher accuracy of situational awareness and overall system performance are achieved by exchange of more useful information.

This chapter is divided into six sections. Section 1.1 reviews the layered architecture for VANETs. Section 1.2 discusses the existing works on situational awareness through wireless communication and VANETs. Literature review and introduction to network-aware multi-hop situational awareness are presented in section 1.3. Section 1.4 is dedicated to the network-aware situational awareness and hazard detection for vulnerable road users. Section 1.5briefs the existing literature for driver behavior modeling in terms of lane change detection and vehicle trajectory prediction. Our contributions and organization of the dissertation are discussed in section 1.6.

### 1.1 VANETs Layered Architecture

Figure 1-1 shows the protocol stack of dedicated short range communication (DSRC), including names of protocols and standards defined for each layer [1]. Beneath these layers is the wireless channel, which is the communication medium for VANETs. The vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication in the United States is founded on top of DSRC standards. IEEE 802.11p Wireless Access for Vehicular Environments (WAVE), which is a modification of the familiar IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi) standard, is used at the PHY and MAC layers. A group of standards defined by the IEEE 1609 Working Group is utilized in the middle of the DSRC stack: 1609.4 for Channel Switching, 1609.3 for Network Services (including the WAVE Short Message Protocol–WSMP), and 1609.2 for Security Services. Internet protocols for the Network and Transport layers, i.e., Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6), User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) are also supported by DSRC. The requirements of a given application define the choice between using WSMP or IPv6+UDP/TCP. Safety-related and single-hop messages typically utilize the bandwidth-efficient WSMP.
Application related standards are placed at the top of the stack. For example, the SAE J2735 Message Set Dictionary standard specifies a set of message formats that support vehicle-based applications. The most important format is the basic safety message (BSM), which carries critical vehicle state information in support of V2V safety applications. Using V2V applications, vehicles track the position and movement of each other to take action and prevent possible crashes by periodically exchanging BSMs.

1.2 Situational Awareness beyond Line-Of-Sight through Vehicular Communication

While VANETs can provide a beyond line-of-sight situational awareness, comprehension and characterization of their communication medium have a vital role in the architectural design of vehicular safety systems and optimization of their parameters.
The main imperfections of vehicular channels in different vehicular scenarios are surveyed in [2-4] which can be categorized as (Figure 1-2)

- **Path-loss** is the large-scale deterministic propagation model which characterizes the amount of attenuation on the average signal power at the receiver, based on its distance from the transmitter.

- **Shadowing** or large-scale fading is a non-deterministic model which describes the variations in the received signal power over distances which are much greater than the signal wavelength. Shadowing mainly happens in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios due to obstruction and yields to strong attenuation and variation of signal strength. The dimensions of involved obstacles are considerably greater than the wavelength of the signal, such as buildings, trees, and hills.

- **Small-scale fading** is a stochastic representation of diffraction, reflection, and scattering effects on the transmitted signal. Their after-effect is multiple waves arriving from different directions to the antenna with various amplitudes and phases. It can be noted that diffraction, reflection, and scattering are consequences of transmitter or receiver movement.

Other imperfections such as power delay profile (PDP) and Doppler spread are also studied for vehicular channels which are out of the scope of this work [5].

Parameters of vehicular channel models are mainly derived from utilizing two main measurement methods: channel sounder devices and received signal strength indicator (RSSI). On one hand, although channel sounders are specifically designed to determine the frequency response of the channel, they can only be used in single transmitter-receiver scenarios; considering the fact that channel characterization of the situation of numerous transceivers is not feasible with channel sounders, as the experiment setup is complicated and very expensive. On the other hand, RSSI values can be extracted merely from the received packets with no extra cost or setup. Taking into
account that single transmitter-receiver scenarios are not an appropriate representative of the real-life channels as each vehicle is not only a transceiver, but also an obstacle; therefore, RSSI-based methods may become more suitable for parameter identification of real-life channels with high number of vehicles, even though they are not primarily recorded to be used for channel modeling.

Different measurement campaigns have been established and numerous scenarios were investigated with respect to various surrounding environments of VANETs to identify the aforementioned parameters of vehicular channels based on both channel sounder devices and RSSI-based measurements.

Two different path-loss models are proposed for an inter-vehicle communication channel for three different environments: rural, highway, and urban [6]. Measurement framework was set up at 5.9 GHz, using a channel sounder at the transmitter side which generated a multi-tone signal and one receiver. A two-ray model with a zero mean lognormal shadowing is derived as a rough path loss model for both rural and highway environments for distances larger than 32 meters. For urban scenario, a general log-distance model with a zero mean lognormal shadowing is recommended. The path-loss exponent of 1.61 is calculated based on their measured data set.

Path-loss, power delay profile, and delay-Doppler spectrum analysis in the highway, rural, urban and suburban environments are investigated using channel sounder [7-10]. Measurements were performed over the 240 MHz band around 5.2 GHz central frequency. Two GPS-equipped trucks were employed as transmitter and receiver. The most important characteristic of all of their measurement scenarios is the dominant line-of-sight (LOS) between transmitter and receiver. Log-distance model plus a zero mean lognormal shadowing is proposed for highway, urban, and suburban environments. The parameters are evaluated for the measured data using least mean square error curve fitting method. Due to the low density of scatterers, which leads to a dominant LOS plus a ground reflection, two-ray is considered to be the correct path-loss model in the rural environment. The validity of the models is claimed for distances greater than 10 and 20 meters for log-distance and two-ray, respectively.

In [11], fading statistics are analyzed in four environments: highway, motorway, urban and suburban. Two vehicles, one transmitter equipped with a 5.2 GHz signal generator and one receiver equipped with a network analyzer were used for data collection. It is claimed that urban and suburban environments have the same behavior, in terms of small-scale fading, as motorway and highway scenarios, respectively. Rician, Rayleigh, Gaussian and Nakagami-m distributions were examined and Rician channel model was found to be the best match in all scenarios based on the least mean absolute error method which was reasoned by dominant LOS in all measurements. Lognormal model was offered to be used for shadowing in all scenarios. It should be mentioned that flat fading assumption for vehicular channels is insupportable for DSRC-based networks [12, 13]. Therefore, due to frequency selective fading of DSRC channel, whereas RSSI values represent the effect of total channel attenuation through energy measurement, their use is best limited to path-loss, shadowing, and fading analysis [14].

Boban et al in [15-18] considered the intermediate vehicles between transmitter and receiver as dynamic obstacles and added them to static obstacles like buildings in the path-loss model calculations. The results indicate that path-loss of the vehicular channel, packet delivery ratio (PDR), latency, and jitter completely depend on the presence of LOS. Two vehicles, one
transmitter, and one receiver were equipped with NEC LinkBird-MX which is a DSRC platform working based on IEEE 802.11p on 5.9 GHz frequency. RSSI and PDR values were logged in different measurement scenarios. The results supported the two-ray as the best fitted path-loss model in the presence of LOS for highway, suburban, and urban areas.

Empirical RSSI values from a measurement campaign in freeway environment, divided into ten-meter bins, were used to find the best fitted fading distribution [14]. Nakagami-\(m\) distribution is proposed as an appropriate fit based on cumulative distribution function (CDF) matching approach. Reported values of shape parameter \(m\) for Nakagami-\(m\) distribution lies between 1 to 1.8 for distances less than 100 meters, and 0.7 to 1 beyond it. Therefore, behavior of Nakagami-\(m\) distribution is dominantly similar to Rician and Rayleigh for distances below and above 100 meters, respectively.

In another effort [19], path-loss and fading were analyzed for the suburban environment based on two RSSI data sets collected from two vehicles as a transmitter-receiver pair. A dual slope log-distance path-loss model plus a zero mean lognormal shadowing is suggested to model large-scale power attenuation. Different path-loss exponents and shadowing standard deviations for distances under and above 100 meters are calculated using regression methods. Small-scale fading is modeled using Nakagami-\(m\) distribution. The first data set tends toward Rician and Rayleigh distributions for distances under and above 70 meters, respectively. The other data set has the same behavior pattern except that the change point is around 90 meters.

A similar approach is taken to derive the log-distance path-loss and zero mean log-normal shadowing parameters from RSSI measurements in highway and rural environments [20]. Due to the fewer number of obstacles, the critical distance for slope change in path-loss model is reported much closer to the first Fresnel zone. Moreover, shadowing standard deviations of rural and highway environments are also less than shadowing standard deviation of the suburban environment of [19].

RSSI-based measurements with a single transmitter-receiver pair of vehicles in motorway, rural and urban environments have been utilized to identify the best fading model for vehicular scenarios in [21]. Dual-slope log-distance path-loss with a zero mean log-normal shadowing and Nakagami-\(m\) fading models are derived as the best match for large- and small-scale received power variations, respectively.

Nakagami-\(m\) distribution is also selected to model the small-scale fading of the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) channel based on the RSSI measurements in a highway and an open space area [22]. The results propose greater values of Nakagami-\(m\) shape parameter \(m\) for open space in comparison with highway.

A simulation based study of IEEE 802.11p also takes Nakagami-\(m\) fading to model the vehicular networks channel [23]. A suburban scenario is simulated in OPNET with an updated physical layer model which has Nakagami-\(m\) fading model included. They found the best value for shape parameter \(m\), as a function of separation distance and relative velocity of transmitter and receiver.

In our work, we take a different approach with a large data set of RSSI values to derive path-loss parameters for the two-ray propagation model. Furthermore, we use \(\alpha-\mu\) distribution, which is a
more general fading model compared to Nakagami-$m$, to model the small-scale fading of the vehicular environment, while its goodness-of-fit is statistically proved.

Moreover, having an adequate channel model is necessary but not sufficient. Other components of the real-time situational awareness system should also be modeled. There are currently several different designs for real-time situational awareness component. The original design of [24, 25] relies on periodic sampling and communication of vehicle state; in [26] an error-dependent policy is used to reduce the load of real-time situational awareness on the underlying DSRC network. In [27] an error-dependent policy is mixed with a transmission power adaptation scheme to ensure the scalability issue in VANET is avoided as much as possible. Another notable solution [28] uses an adaptation of the sampling and communication rate to avoid congestion in the network. A study of the overall real-time situational awareness system reveals mutual coupling of the communication and estimation processes [29, 30], which prevents a straightforward solution for the scalability issue. Therefore, modeling the mutual effects of the two components of real-time situational awareness component is a critical step in designing a high-performance real-time situational awareness system [29, 30].

Our previous works in [29-31] have shown that the traditional stochastic models, though useful, do not provide enough insight for optimal designs. Mainly due to the fact that performance measures are presented in average forms in the above models, hiding detailed interaction between components. In this study, we offer a new approach to modeling real-time situational awareness components, based on hybrid systems concepts. We use hybrid systems to allow for a unified framework that includes all components without the excessive abstraction of important details. Our objective in presenting this modeling approach is to allow the study of autonomous crash-avoidance systems or cooperative vehicle systems (CVS) without ignoring the communication and estimation processes. The new modeling approach provides the capability to jointly and directly examine the effects of the communication and estimation processes in one model, for any given vehicle trajectory and network scenario. This allows for a significantly better understanding of the system behavior when compared to the method of separately analyzing components and then combining the averaged results [29].

Instead of the stochastic Markov-chain model of [31], or the empirical models in [29, 32], we propose to model the system using techniques drawn from the hybrid automata theory. In [33], we presented a preliminary model based on probabilistic timed-automata for the networking/communication component of real-time situational awareness. The main reason for approaching probabilistic timed-automata is that the communication component can be considered as a discrete-event system (DES) [34] because the protocol behind DSRC (i.e., CSMA/CA) operates with integer quantities such as countdown timers. Moreover, many events that control the behavior of the system operate based on instantaneous events such as sending information to other vehicles and sensing the Channel-busy status. The CSMA/CA protocol functions based on some state transitions (e.g., between sending data, receiving data or sensing and waiting for an idle channel. The randomness in CSMA/CA is due to the random back-off procedure as well as random packet arrival patterns and channel sensing results. We employ timed-automata [34-36] due to its features and properties in modeling distributed computation, the presence of timing constraints, and intrinsic randomness in CSMA/CA. In [36], the effect of different computer clocks on the behavior of a distributed application and weakness of timed-automata in modeling these issues are investigated.
Modeling networking/communication protocols using methods outside queuing theory has been attempted by several researchers in recent years [37-40]. In [37], a probabilistic timed-automata model for the IEEE 802.11 protocol is presented and studied for a two-station case. In this work, two senders contend to broadcast their information, and the authors use PRISM model checker to build and verify the model for different measures. In [38], authors employ stochastic Petri Net to model, analyze the performance, and study all aspects of the IEEE 802.11 medium access control scheme. In [39], the author models the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA protocol (ZigBee) using probabilistic timed-automata due to the behavior of this type of model in the presence of dense time, non-determinism, and probabilistic choice. PRISM is employed to simulate the model and to check its effectiveness. While these models are useful and have inspired our current work, they mainly consider the communication protocol. In the modeling of real-time situational awareness component, the communication protocol is tightly coupled with and interacts with the estimation process. Moreover, the CVS uses IEEE 802.11 in broadcast mode and in the presence of hidden nodes. In this mode, senders have no feedback to know whether their transmission has been successful or a collision has occurred at some destinations. In our work, we present a model that considers all the above issues using probabilistic timed-automata and hybrid automata.

1.3 Multi-hop Situational Awareness through Network-aware Double-layer Distance-dependent Broadcast

V2V communication is a promising technology to be used for creating single-hop and multi-hop situational awareness. Single-hop communication is mostly used in safety applications with strict latency requirements and provides real-time situational awareness; for example, collision-avoidance systems need real-time awareness of their surroundings. Multi-hop communication is more useful for applications that need to disseminate vehicle or road information to distances much farther than a single-hop transmission range and provides and extended range for situational awareness. Challenges and issues of multi-hop broadcast in VANETs are completely different from mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) for several reasons [41]. The most important ones are unidimensional movement patterns of the vehicle and rapid changes of topology due to high velocity. Therefore, we only concentrate on existing literature for VANETs.

Different categories of VANETs are introduced in the literature. Understanding these categories facilitates a comprehensive exploration of different issues that single-hop or multi-hop broadcast can address. As mentioned previously, VANETs are categorized into three major groups based on their applications: safety, efficiency, and comfort [42] and the focus of our work, is a multi-hop broadcast protocol for both safety and efficiency applications. VANETs can also be categorized according to their communication patterns: unicast routing, advanced information dissemination, geo-broadcast, information aggregation, and beaconing [43]. Advanced information dissemination uses single-hop broadcast. Geo-broadcast and information aggregation need multi-hop broadcast while they are suitable for efficiency and comfort applications. As considered in this work, beaconing which was originally proposed for single-hop broadcast in safety applications is also used for multi-hop broadcast purposes when it is combined with piggybacking of safety and efficiency data [43-45].

As mentioned in existing surveys on broadcasting in VANETs [46-48], all multi-hop broadcast algorithms have two general steps in common; broadcasting a message to all neighboring vehicles
and choosing the next forwarder to disseminate the message over multiple hops. Concurrently, these algorithms should try to keep reachability high, while staleness of data and channel load are maintained to be low. Therefore, these two steps are used to categorize the existing works.

The first step, broadcasting of messages to neighbors, is mainly affected by network topology [43, 46]. There are three methods to initiate the broadcast, beaconless immediate transmission, request for relay first, or beaconing. Methods for the multi-hop broadcast of information with beacons are proposed for all topological categories of VANETs, in which the network topology is categorized to disconnected, sparsely connected, and fully connected [49]. However, each of these categories facing different problems and vehicles should switch between different schemes based on their current topology. In the disconnected and sparsely connected networks, the velocities are high so the time span in which the two vehicles can establish a short-range communication is small. Therefore, existing methods should always rely on store-carry-forward mechanisms [50], and since the channel rarely becomes congested in these networks, reduction of staleness is tied to resolve the reachability and intermittent connectivity problem [51-53]. On the other hand, in fully connected networks, which is the case of this work, the speed of the vehicles is relatively low which results in high vehicle density and congested network condition. In these situations, the main problem in front of staleness reduction is scalability and lightweight communication mechanisms to minimize channel load. Moreover, another topological classification for VANETs is based on their distinguished road layouts: Rural roads, highways, and dense city roads which are also known as urban areas [43]. The vehicular network in our case is a multi-lane highway with various traffic flows.

Selection of the next forwarding vehicle is the second step which divides existing methods into six groups [47], which are all distributed methods.

- **Table-based:** In these methods, each vehicle maintains a list of all neighbors based on their beacons.
  - This list is included in transmitted beacon or transmitted separately, and the neighbor with the fewest common neighbors will be the next forwarder [54, 55]. However, sending the long lists along with the messages or separately proliferates packet size and overwhelms the channel as the density increases.
  - Vehicles keep the velocity of their neighbors and categorize them into three groups, same road ahead, same road behind, and different road. Then, the farthest vehicle in each group is chosen to be the next forwarder [56]. Nonetheless, the farthest vehicle may not receive the message due to asymmetric channel conditions or it might already change its route.

- **Cluster-based:** vehicles create clusters in which a cluster head and two gateway vehicles rebroadcast messages [57]. The farthest vehicle is chosen as the next forwarder. However, due to rapid changing of topology, creation, and maintenance of clusters are not viable.

- **Topology-based:** The topology-based methods use topological information of the network which was discussed completely in the previous step (store-carry-forward mechanism). The next forwarders are the vehicles that stored and carried the information [49-53].
• Location-based: These methods are also known as geo-broadcast, in which information should be relayed to a specific area of the road [58, 59]. Since the goal of these methods is different from common multi-hop broadcast methods, their next forwarder selection policy is different. The nearest vehicle will be the next forwarder in these methods.

• Distance-based: The distance-based methods are semantically different from the distance-dependent forwarding which is used in our work. In distance-based methods, the relative distance is used to choose the next forwarding vehicle, which is the farthest vehicle from the source [41, 60-65]. There are two main drawbacks with existing distance-based methods. Independent beaconing is used in almost all of them, in which the farthest vehicle is advantaged on accessing the channel and scheduling its next transmission with a delay, inversely proportional to its distance from the source. Therefore, the transmission rate increases and intensifies the network congestion. Moreover, network conditions have never been taken into consideration in any of the existing works, while neglecting the consequences of these issues has a negative effect on channel load and packet reception.

• Probability-based: The next forwarding vehicle is selected based on a predefined probability function [53, 66, 67].
  o In [66], the highest probability is given to the vehicle with the highest density. Therefore, it has the highest chance to schedule its adaptive independent beacon sooner than others. Thus, other vehicles will not send the message because they already received the retransmission. However, this method is mostly suitable for sparsely connected topologies, as adaptive beaconing with high transmission rate and high density of vehicles can reinforce the congestion in the network.
  o The location-based algorithm described in [67], uses the estimated probability of reception for probability function of the next forwarder. This method also uses adaptive beaconing in which each vehicle schedules its next transmission with a delay, inversely proportional to its reception probability. Since closer vehicles have higher reception chance, they will be selected for the next forwarder, which is only consistent with expectations of location-based methods.
  o Weighted p-persistence probabilistic broadcasting is used in [53], in which the forwarding probability is calculated as \( p_{ij} = \frac{D_{ij}}{R} \), where \( D_{ij} \) is the Euclidian distance between vehicle \( i \) and \( j \), and \( R \) is the single-hop communication range. This function does not include density; however, an increase in density will negatively affect the channel load since each vehicle with a distance value close to \( R \) will have a high forwarding probability.

In the context of multi-hop broadcast in VANETs, weighted p-persistence probabilistic broadcast, is the only work that combines probability-based and distance-based broadcast methods in order to minimize the staleness. However, it relies on independent beaconing and is not suitable for dense vehicle scenarios, as increasing number of vehicles leads to channel congestion. Apart from that, there are only a few works in MANETs with a combination of both distance-based and probability-based schemes, even though their environment and goals are different, they mostly try to address reachability related problems and do not consider congested network scenarios [68, 69].
To the best of our knowledge and based on existing literature surveys, the multi-hop broadcast protocol explained in this work is the only method that utilizes a low amount of channel capacity, leveraging piggyback over single-hop beacons along with a message size control scheme. It also keeps the amount of staleness low by using a network-aware probabilistic distance-dependent approach.

1.4 Situational Awareness and Hazard Detection for Vulnerable Road Users

Despite the noticeable efforts of vehicle manufacturers, Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) such as pedestrians, people with disabilities, cyclists, motorcyclists, public safety personnel, and road workers still account for a significant portion of accident fatalities [70]. Driver distraction and obstruction invisibility, or VRU unawareness of the severity of imminent danger are among the primary reasons behind these fatalities.

VRU safety considerations started around the 1970s by passive safety mechanisms such as head protecting deformable hoods, outside airbags, and helmets, which have become widespread in different parts of current vehicles [71]. Passive safety methods are primarily intended to reduce the severity of the injuries during or after vehicle to pedestrian crashes, as it is not always possible to avoid accidents. In such incidents, vehicles safety features should safeguard not only their passengers but also VRUs. Therefore, almost all of passive safety improvements are taken place in vehicle side. Furthermore, VRUs are practically less flexible to be provided with passive safety equipment.

Nowadays, active safety mechanisms, which are capable of predicting and avoiding vehicle to VRU crashes, have become an essential part of advanced driving assistance systems (ADAS) in premium vehicles. Active safety systems, consist of sensors to observe the surrounding environment of the vehicle, applications to detect probable hazardous scenarios, and actuators to appropriately respond to them. A vision-based active safety mechanism for pedestrian detection is described in [72], in which a rangefinder is utilized to detect pedestrians. However, standalone and non-cooperative active safety approaches may only reduce a fraction of accidents due to perception limitation and obstruction of sensors. Most of the sensors have the line-of-sight (LOS) detection capability up to 150 meters and angle of view of 30 degrees. Thus, occlusion, due to obstruction or severe weather condition, is their primary constraint. The most important sensor-based non-cooperative VRU safety systems have been categorized and surveyed in [73].

Based on the report published in 2014 by NHTSA regarding methodologies for Pedestrian Crash Avoidance/Mitigation System (PCAM), VRUs who had been obstructed and revealed in less than 2700 milliseconds are challenging and could not be detected timely [74]. Thus, non-cooperative active safety mechanisms are unreliable in scenarios in which VRUs appear in front of vehicle less than 2.7 seconds before impact. Consequently, radio communication technologies are adopted to overcome the occlusion dilemma, since they can cope with non-line-of-sight (NLoS) situations. Furthermore, vehicular communication technologies typically have an effective range of 300 meters, are omnidirectional, and are capable of two-way information sharing by nature. Hence, Communication-based cooperative safety methods provide a more extensive situational awareness in comparison with non-cooperative sensor-based methods.
Different strategies have been proposed for cooperative VRU safety applications based on wireless communication technologies. The most important advantage of cooperative methods is the capability of vehicle and VRU to periodically update their counterpart about their accurate location information. Thus, the performance of cooperative safety application highly depends on the accuracy of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) such as global positioning system (GPS), Glonass, or Galileo. A project was performed to evaluate the effect of GPS accuracy on VRUs safety systems. Smartphones are utilized as GPS sensors that provide VRUs’ positioning data [75]. According to the results, although adequate longitudinal accuracy was attained, reliable lane-level localization of VRUs could not be obtained due to high deviations of lateral information.

Tag-based methods which use radio frequency identification (RFID) tags are described in [76, 77]. In these methods VRUs should carry RFID tags and vehicles should mount a transceiver device to detect the presence and predict the movements of the VRUs. However, the effective communication range of RFID tags is limited to 60 meters [76, 77]. Moreover, in spite of the fact that additional equipment required to be carried and advanced filtering techniques needed to detect the VRUs, tags are not capable of providing much information about the pedestrian status.

Undoubtedly, smartphones are the most prevalent portable communication devices which have become an inseparable part of people’s everyday life. Furthermore, compared to any other communication equipment, smartphones have comprehensive human–machine interfaces (HMIs), powerful processors, and extensive multi-media functionalities. Therefore, cooperative VRU safety based on smartphones is an area of increasing interest. Cellular (UMTS/LTE), Wi-Fi Direct, and DSRC technologies have been the primary candidates to provide the connectivity between vehicles and VRUs in different prototypes.

Cellular technology was used to exchange GPS data amongst smartphone, navigation system of the vehicle, and a central server which is responsible for risk assessment and hazard notification based on provided information [78, 79]. A similar approach has been adopted in [80], in which it was assumed that vehicles and pedestrians had sufficiently precise position information. The same authors extended their work in [81] by comparing different combinations of cellular and ad hoc networks to improve the exchange of information between vehicles, smartphones, and central servers. They also proposed some enhancements to filter unthreatened pedestrians without any justifications. Pedestrians who are not moving toward the road are suggested to be filtered. Other information such as movement history or activity context (e.g., talking, texting, or surfing) is also recommended for more detailed filters. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the communication delay of cellular networks is in the order of seconds which is unbearable for cooperative pedestrian safety application.

Wi-Fi Direct is a generation of IEEE 802.11 standard which works at 2.4/5 GHz frequency. It enables ad hoc communication of Wi-Fi devices without the necessity of an access point (AP). Wi-Fi Direct has a significant reduction of connection establishment delay, from approximately eight seconds to one second, in comparison with conventional AP-based Wi-Fi. In Wi-Fi Direct networks, group owners play the critical role of APs to announce the existence of the network and connect devices to each other. Consequently, as the network formation and group owner negotiation should be renewed if the group owner leaves the network, frequent network reformation might result in an unacceptable delay. Take that into consideration, vehicles and VRUs are not acceptable candidates for the group ownership due to their nonstop and fast dynamics.
Nevertheless, this technology is not refused by the research community as Wi-Fi Direct capable smartphones have been already commercialized. Moreover, Wi-Fi Direct enabled infrastructures could be placed in intersections to resolve the group owner issue, even though less than ten percent of VRU crashes and one percent of fatalities happen in intersections [82]. General Motors has adopted Wi-Fi Direct to prototype a cooperative pedestrian safety system [83]. The same approach to use Wi-Fi Direct is adopted by authors of [84]. However, their assumption of DSRC and Wi-Fi Direct similarity in not valid. Although, they are both part of IEEE 802.11 standard, they are significantly different in many aspects such as targeted mobility and deployment location [85].

DSRC is a wireless technology specifically designed to support inter-vehicle communications. The main series of standards to support DSRC-based Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) are as follows. The PHY and MAC layers use IEEE 802.11p standard. The IEEE 1609 family of standards are utilized for the middle of the DSRC stack. Finally, the SAE J2735 standard, which is a dictionary that defines a set of application layer message formats, is placed at the top of the stack. The most important of these message formats is the basic safety message (BSM), which is used in V2V safety applications and contains critical vehicle state information [1]. In the latest version of SAE J2735, the Personal Safety Message (PSM) is defined to specifically convey safety information for different types of VRUs. Furthermore, Optional data elements such as path history can also be included in PSMs if needed [86].

DSRC is particularly designed for vehicle safety purposes to have low latency and high interoperability. USDOT is going to mandate the use of DSRC-enabled units in all vehicles, as safety applications based on V2V communications are greatly capable of preventing traffic crashes [87]. Consequently, DSRC is considered as the most legitimate basis for cooperative VRU safety by standard legislators and technical committees [86]. The main barrier of DSRC-based VRU safety services was equipping the VRU smartphones with DSRC. Recently Qualcomm addressed this concern by announcing their capability to override and upgrade existing Wi-Fi firmware to operate in DSRC band without any additional hardware cost. Cooperative vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) safety systems based on the Qualcomm DSRC-enabled smartphones have been prototyped by Honda and Hyundai-Kia [88, 89]. The effect of pedestrian side DSRC devices on the channel condition for an intersection is studied by ns-2 simulator [90]. Pedestrian DSRC devices are simulated based on the assumption of being identical to vehicle side devices in all aspect except pedestrian speed, which is not a valid assumption for real world scenarios as smartphone limitations introduce additional constraints to DSRC devices.

1.5 Situational Awareness Enhancement with Learning-based Driver Behavior Modeling

The driver is the most important, influential, and informative entity in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Therefore, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) play a significant role in the realization of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). A revolutionary age of modern driving in the sense of safety and comfort has been initiated by the advent of ADAS equipped vehicles. The first generation of ADAS was designed by virtue of local sensors such as radars and cameras. Local sensors provide a mediocre level of safety due to their limited sensing range and data processing complexity. Moreover, they have significantly underperformed in the presence of occluding obstacles. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
communications have removed this barrier with their omnidirectional and Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) connectivity properties. Consequently, quality of ADAS is improved substantially by V2x communication which has been attained using Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) as a promising technology.

Among ADAS applications, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is one of the most demanding, which improves retention of the driver. In comparison with ACC, Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC), which leverages the V2x communication, is more powerful to simultaneously preclude collision and maximize traffic throughput. CACC application should be completely robust against all vehicle maneuvers such as cut-in and cut-out into and from the CACC platoons. Considering that detection and appropriate reaction to unexpected vehicle maneuvers are among the most challenging tasks even in the normal driving situations without CACC imposed constraints. Therefore, while theoretical and technical aspects of CACC have been investigated by researchers, reaction to unexpected vehicle maneuvers, such as cutting into a stable CACC platoon, is still needed for a complete CACC design.

Among unexpected vehicle maneuvers, a unsignaled lane change is one of the most dangerous scenarios that significantly affects safety and platooning performance of CACC application. We specifically concentrate on cut-in maneuvers due to their imminent threat, as a vehicle in a stable CACC platoon has to hard brake when another vehicle performs a lane change into the platoon just in front of it. This hard brake maneuver can lead to a crash or platoon deformation. However, anticipating the cut-in maneuver of neighboring vehicles and predicting the near future behavior can avoid such hard brakes and their consequences. Moreover, a comprehensive CACC should be able to keep the platoon formation against entering or leaving vehicles. Therefore, the performance of CACC in these critical driving scenarios is extremely reliant on the accuracy of driver behavior modeling and lane change prediction becomes an inseparable part of the platooning system design.

Between lane change scenarios, cut-out maneuvers are generally safe for CACC and platooning which can be compensated without any risk. The vehicle behind the leaving vehicle only needs to catch up with its new leader to fill the cut-out gap. The same behavior will then propagate through the rest of the platoon. In contrast, cut-in maneuvers require a more precise tracking and observation as they not only cause platoon deformation but also increase the risk of accidents. Moreover, in safety threatening situations, such as hard braking, safety actuators like automatic emergency braking (AEB) may interrupt other assistance applications like CACC. Thus, it is well-desired to predict cut-in intention of the driver beforehand to prevent threatening situations. Therefore, in our study, we design a learning-based driver behavior model in terms of lane change prediction.

Two main approaches have been employed toward driver behavior modeling in the literature, namely probabilistic methods and classification-based techniques. The main idea behind the first approach is the development of a probabilistic causal framework which tries to relate different essential driving maneuvers in an uncertain way. Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are two prominent probabilistic modeling approaches. Alternatively, classification methods are used to differentiate between distinguishable driver behaviors. For instance, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful tool which provides a valid discrimination of conceptually different driving movements.
On the other hand, model generation methods can be categorized based on their accessible sources of information. Cameras and on board detection devices such as radars and LiDARs are assumed as the only information providers in a considerable number of proposed methods in the literature. However, the more recent works are mainly focused on the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, which is obtainable using DSRC devices, as a supplementary source of information. This technology enables a more precise decision making with imperceptible additional cost.

Authors in [91] developed a hierarchical classifier for observed scenes of the host vehicle. These scenes were then assigned to nodes of the hierarchy in the model to specific a pattern from the top nodes to the leaves. Prediction of surrounding driver maneuvers at a highway entrance, in which a lane change is mandatory within 3 seconds, was the main target of their classifier.

SVM-based methods are proposed to classify lateral actions of drivers based on detection of preparatory behaviors, vehicle dynamics, and the environmental data prior to and during the maneuvers such as lane change [92]. The maneuver is divided into three different stages including inferred environmental intent which is the reason of the maneuver, a lateral intent which is the driver preparation, and lateral action. A separate classification is used for each stage.

An Object-Oriented Bayesian Network (OOBN) is utilized to recognize typical highway driving maneuvers [93]. This approach models different driving maneuvers as vehicle-lane and vehicle-vehicle relations on four hierarchical levels which can tolerate uncertainties in both the model and the measurements. The lane marking crossing likelihood and a potential lane change maneuver are represented with the vehicle-lane-marking relations and vehicle-lane relations, respectively. Finally, all possible maneuvers for a pair of vehicles are determined using vehicle-vehicle relations. The effectiveness of this framework is evaluated in lane change maneuvers.

A finite set of driving behaviors are classified and future trajectories of the vehicle are predicted based on currently understood situational context using a filter that was designed utilizing a DBN based model [94]. The situational context was translated to the awareness of vehicle interactions with other traffic participants.

Hidden Markov model (HMM) technique has been widely utilized to associate the observable time series of the vehicle to the unobserved driver intentions sequence during his maneuvers. Some pioneer works in driver behavior modeling, [95, 96], proposed a decomposition of driver behaviors into small scale and large scale categories. The time sequence of unobserved large scale driver actions are assumed to have Markovian property and HMM is suggested as an acceptable method to model this sequence. This modeling approach accuracy was validated by its results of the lane change maneuver prediction. Sensory collected information was used as the observation set in the designed HMM predictor. Moreover, [95] proposed a Kalman filter estimation approach for the small-scale changes of behaviors during each large-scale state.

In another work, a system built on HMM is trained to recognize the driver intention prior to a maneuver using the inter-vehicle and environment perception [97]. The HMM acts as a classifier which discriminates between different maneuvers based on their likelihoods. The proposed method is evaluated for the lane change detection, where the model is trained using the steering angle and yaw rate data.
Experimental data gathered from cameras and inter-vehicle signals are used for training of an HMM and an asymmetric Coupled HMM (CHHM) to model seven different driver actions [98]. The results found the performance of CHHM, which also can model the interactions of processes, more promising where the HMM could not represent the driver-environment interactions.

Utilizing an HMM, which jointly models a sequence of driver gaze and vehicle dynamics lane changes are detected and categorized into safe or risky maneuvers [99]. The HMM is trained based on the subjective level of risks for a couple of scenarios. The subjective scores and the highest correlation between cumulative HMM log-likelihood ratios, which is defined as the ratio of the safe state likelihood to the risky state likelihood, are calculated as the performance criteria.

An extended version of SVM, namely Relevance Vector Machine (RVM), was employed in [100] to distinguish between lane change and lane keeping maneuvers. A bulky vector of features was constructed by sensory data fused from ACC, side warning assist radars, lane departure warning camera, and head-tracking cameras to characterize driver behavior.

Seven discrete HMMs for seven predefined distinct driving maneuvers was designed to model high level driving actions based on measured values of GPS, velocity, and acceleration [101]. Discretization was performed by quantizing these continuous signals. The number of states for each HMM was separately optimized in the training phase. Test sequence was passed through all seven HMMs and the highest probability was used to select the best maneuver among all candidates.

Using the data from V2V communication, two HMMs were utilized to discriminate different types of driver lane change intent, namely dangerous and normal [102, 103]. A trajectory prediction stage and an MPC controller were mounted on top of the lane change prediction algorithm to manage reformation of a new CACC string after cut-in.

Feed-forward artificial neural networks are used to predict the trajectory of the vehicle based on its past [104]. The goal was to study the possibility of accurate movement prediction of a lane changing vehicle with an autonomous driving vehicle. They found that using feed forward neural networks and local sensors, the neural network is unable to predict the short-term or long-term trajectory of the vehicle with sufficient accuracy.

A controller for a CACC string which takes into account both V2V and non-V2V equipped vehicles was designed in [105]. This controller tries to handle cut-in and cut-out scenarios with a smooth reaction to the new condition of the host vehicle lane. The cruise system of the host vehicle works in the ACC mode if its new preceding vehicle is not equipped with a DSRC equipment. Otherwise, the CACC mode is selected to regulate the relative distance and speed. No prediction is performed to detect the cut-in or cut-out scenarios in advance.

### 1.6 Contributions

The key contribution of this dissertation is design and modeling of approaches to enhance situational awareness and create effective sharing of information among vehicles.

In summary, the contributions of this thesis can be listed as:
1. Situational awareness beyond the line-of-sight with a new modeling scheme for the vehicular communication channel, and a new approach for modeling estimation and communication processes of CAVs in a single framework.

2. Multi-hop situational awareness through a new broadcast protocol for fast broadcasting of traffic information.


4. Learning-based driver behavior modeling for situational awareness enhancement.

The above contributions are discussed in the following sections as described below.

Chapter 2 investigate how vehicular communication can provide real-time situational awareness for CAVs beyond line-of-sight. Since modeling of the wireless channel, PHY, and MAC is essential for design and performance evaluation of numerous protocols in vehicular networks, in the first section, we study and provide results for large-scale and small-scale modeling of communication channels in dense vehicular networks. We propose an approach to remove the effect of fading on the deterministic part of the large-scale model and verify its accuracy using a single transmitter-receiver scenario. Two-ray model is then utilized for path-loss characterization and its parameters are derived from the empirical data based on a new proposed method. Afterward, we use α-μ distribution to model the fading behavior of vehicular networks for the first time and validate its precision by Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for goodness-of-fit. A large Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) data set from a measurement campaign is used to evaluate our claims. Moreover, the whole model is implemented in ns-3 to show the effectiveness of the proposed model in the presence of upper layer network protocols.

Subsequently, a new approach is introduced for modeling the estimation and networking processes of CAVs in a single framework. CAVs relies on real-time situational awareness, which is acquired through cooperation with neighboring vehicles in a wireless network, to predict and respond to hazards. The subsystem that provides situational awareness consists of an estimation process and a communication process. The estimation process is the source of vehicle data that is broadcast through the underlying vehicular network. The performance of vehicle tracking is significantly affected by the performance of the communication network because any issues in sending or receiving information could result in erroneous position estimates and, thus, crashes. It is, therefore, essential to produce models that allow a clear view into the dynamics of these two components. We employ probabilistic timed automata to model the networking component; hybrid automata is then used to combine and model both networking and estimation components in a single framework. We extend the presented hybrid automata to model the broadcast network of NCAS in the presence of heavy hidden node interference. We verify our model’s accuracy by comparing it to proven ns-3 simulation models. Model checking for the purpose of studying some features of NCAS is also presented [106].

In Chapter 3, we propose a new broadcast protocol for fast broadcasting of aggregated traffic information over multiple hops. Note that dissemination of traffic information over multiple hops in vehicular networks requires scalability measures that prevent network congestion and avoid
wasting the network capacity with unnecessary information forwarding. This issue is even more important if such traffic information coexists with critical safety information. In particular, a viable solution for traffic information dissemination is piggybacking compressed information on periodic BSMs. Leveraging this technique, we propose a network-aware, double-layer, distance-dependent protocol for fast broadcasting of aggregated traffic information over multiple hops. The first distance-dependent layer uses a message size control scheme and a probabilistic approach to ensure that forwarding within each hop is as fast as possible. The second layer progressively decreases the forwarding rate of subsequent hops as the distance from the source increases. Jointly, the two layers considerably reduce the overall latency of information while also improving the scalability and robustness of the system. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm and compare it to the existing methods, using ns-3 simulations. The results confirm that significant improvement in performance is possible without complicating the forwarding algorithm [107].

In Chapter 4, based on the most common and injury-prone pedestrian crash scenarios, we extend our work by proposing an end-to-end Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) framework to provide situational awareness and hazard detection for vulnerable road users. While the development of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) safety applications based on DSRC has been extensively undergoing standardization for more than a decade, such applications are acutely missing for Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs). Nonexistence of collaborative systems between VRUs and vehicles was the main reason for this lack of attention. Recent developments in Wi-Fi Direct and DSRC-enabled smartphones are changing this perspective. Leveraging the existing V2V platforms, we propose a new framework using a DSRC-enabled smartphone to extend safety benefits to VRUs. The interoperability of applications between vehicles and portable DSRC-enabled devices is achieved through the SAE J2735 Personal Safety Message (PSM). However, considering the fact that VRU movement dynamics, response times, and crash scenarios are fundamentally different from vehicles, a specific framework should be designed for VRU safety applications to study their performance. In this article, we first propose an end-to-end Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) framework to provide situational awareness and hazard detection based on the most common and injury-prone crash scenarios. The details of our VRU safety module, including target classification and collision detection algorithms, are explained next. Furthermore, we propose and evaluate a mitigating solution for congestion and power consumption issues in such systems. Finally, the whole system is implemented and analyzed for realistic crash scenarios.

In Chapter 5, since V2V communication has a great potential to improve reaction accuracy of driver assistance systems under severe traffic conditions and driver behavior is the most influential source of information for transportation systems. Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) is one of the most powerful mechanisms to preclude collision and maximize traffic throughput in parallel. CACC systems must be designed to be completely robust against all special maneuvers such as cut-in and cut-out into and from vehicle platoons. These special maneuvers behave as system disturbances in the system level framework. To this end, we design a learning-based driver behavior model in terms of cut-in intention detection for CACC systems and integrate it into the estimation component of our situational awareness system. The result of this stage is then passed to a model predictive controller to fine-tune inter-vehicle distances of affected vehicles in the CACC platoon.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and discusses the remaining work and the possible future directions for this research.
Chapter 2  Situational Awareness beyond Line-Of-Sight through Vehicular Communication

Many vehicles have been already equipped with cameras, radars, LIDARs, and ultrasound sensors to detect obstacles or vehicles around them and provide real-time situational awareness. The range of these sensors is tens of meters and is limited to the nearest obstruction. In others words, they can only detect obstacles in the vehicles line-of-sight (LOS). However, in order to resolve and mitigate serious traffic accidents and fatalities, autonomous vehicles and crash avoidance systems need a real-time map of their surrounding beyond their line-of-sight, as many accidents are happening because the driver is blinded and his view is occluded by obstacles. Therefore, wireless communication is needed to add a new layer of certainty and provides situational awareness beyond line-of-sight. Cooperative crash avoidance is an example of a system heavily relying on the real-time situational awareness that is gathered from nearby vehicles over a VANET. The objective of this chapter is to provide a modeling approach for vehicular communication channel and situational awareness component which are essential for design and performance evaluation of numerous protocols in vehicular networks. Section 2.1 describes a new modeling scheme for large-scale and small-scale components of the communication channel in dense vehicular networks. An innovative scheme for a joint modeling of the situational awareness and networking components of CAVs in a single framework is explained in Section 2.2.

2.1 Composite Channel Modeling of VANETs Using Large RSSI Measurement

Comprehension and characterization of communication medium have a vital role in the architectural design of communication systems and optimization of their parameters. Moreover, the accurate behavior of physical layer and upper layer applications heavily rely on the fidelity of the model of the communication channel. Therefore, modeling of communication channels has received a great deal of attention in the literature. In particular, modeling of wireless channels is more challenging due to their complicated and unfathomable nature. The complexity of wireless channel modeling essentially comes from diversity and ambiguity of influential factors that affect
signal propagation in the wireless media. Hence, these factors should be rigorously determined with respect to natural characteristics of the wireless environment. For instance, parameters of an indoor environment model are different from an outdoor one as their movement patterns and surroundings are completely different.

Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), which have been vastly targeted by the research community, are among the most emerging outdoor technologies. Channel modeling of VANETs is also challenging as they are exposed to several complex channel imperfections simultaneously, such as path-loss, shadowing, and small-scale fading [108-111]. Thus, an accurate channel model of vehicular networks in various environments such as highways, urban, and suburban should be determined. For instance, a precise channel model can be used for the validation and analysis of physical layer (PHY) [112], or upper layer protocols and applications through a reliable simulation environment [106, 107, 113].

Movement patterns of transmitters and receivers, their almost equal antenna heights (in contrast with cellular networks with a base-station tower and low receiver antennas), and ad hoc nature of vehicular networks make their propagation modeling fundamentally different from cellular networks. Moreover, due to their fast-changing network topology and environment, the existing models of mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) cannot be utilized for them [41]. Thus, dedicated channel models are needed to describe vehicular networks behavior at a channel level.

In this section, using a large data set of RSSI values collected from a realistic vehicular measurement campaign, we first propose a new approach to derive path-loss parameters for the two-ray propagation model which takes into account the effect of fading mean on average received signal power. Subsequently, we adopt $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution to model the small-scale fading of the vehicular environment and statistically prove its goodness-of-fit with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test). To the best of our knowledge, neither modeling of fading with $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution nor statistically proving the goodness-of-fit of any fading model have ever been done in dense vehicular environments. Afterward, we take our model evaluation one step further by testing its results under presence of upper layer protocols in ns-3 which is a realistic network simulator.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. Subsection 2.1.1 describes the measurement campaign configuration. A detailed description of our propagation modeling is presented in Subsection 2.1.2. The model evaluation and ns-3 simulation results are presented in Section 2.1.3.

### 2.1.1 Measurement Campaign

We use the data set collected by the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP) Vehicle Safety Communications 3 (VSC-3) Consortium, in partnership with the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT). This dataset was collected as part of the V2V safety communications scalability activity in a project to study the Interoperability Issues of Vehicle-to-Vehicle Based Safety Systems (V2V-Interoperability project). Although channel modeling was not the main purpose of the project, RSSI values were collected as metadata. The Atheros DSRC radios based on IEEE 802.11p standard on 5.9GHz frequency with 10MHz band were used for the measurements [114].
The field environment is a straight, flat 1400 meters 6-lane highway with 400 equidistant-separated radios. Each radio transmits a fixed-length packet every 100ms. A constant transmission power is predetermined in all transceiver devices. We use the received signal strength indicator (RSSI), which is recorded for a group of transceivers, to model the communication channel. We use two data sets of field scenarios to validate our proposed model.

![Touchstone Scenario](image1.png)

**Figure 2-1- Touchstone Scenario**

The first scenario is the touchstone scenario by which we derive the environment-related parameters of the two-ray path-loss model and verify our path-loss exponent evaluation method (Figure 2-1). The touchstone is a single transmitter-receiver scenario in which the transmitter is mounted on a vehicle at the height of 1.61 meters. The receiver is mounted on a stand with the same height at the beginning of the road where the vehicle starts. The transmitting vehicle drives away from the stationary receiving vehicle on a straight path with the constant speed of 22 km/h and turns around toward it at distance of 1400 meters. The packet transmission rate and the transmission power are set to 10Hz and 18 dBm, respectively.

![400-car Scenario](image2.png)

**Figure 2-2- 400-car Scenario**

The second scenario is the 400-car scenario in which four moving vehicles follow each other and keep 75 meters distance in the middle lane. Each vehicle is equipped with two transceivers on the rooftop at the height of 1.61 meters. The rest of transceivers are placed stationary along the road.
at the same height on top of 65 carts. 6 transceivers are mounted on each cart to play the role of actual vehicles as shown in Figure 2-2. The carts are equidistantly separated with 75-meter distance on four side lanes. The packet transmission rate and power of 400-car scenario are 10Hz and 20 dBm, respectively. Multiple trials of the 400-car scenario with different configurations exist which are used to verify the proposed path-loss and fading models.

2.1.2 Propagation Modeling

Communication channel determines how the transmitted signal is changing as it propagates. Although it is impossible to exactly identify the behavior of channel, propagation models have tried to predict the received signal strength to a great extent. As known from the propagation model of a signal in a wireless communication channel, the received power from a transmitter is affected by three well-known factors, path-loss, shadowing, and fading. Log representation of received signal strength at an arbitrary distance $d$ can be written as:

$$P_r(d) = P_t - L_{LS}(d) + g_{P, dB}(dB) + X_\sigma$$

(2.1)

where $P_t$ is the transmission power in dB, $L_{LS}(d)$ is the deterministic path-loss at distance $d$, $g_{P, dB}$ is the small-scale fading, and $X_\sigma$ is the zero-mean shadowing with standard deviation of $\sigma$. As carts do not represent the actual obstruction and dimension of 6 vehicles, the environment is sparse and free from any large objects to cause shadowing, except for the four vehicles. Therefore, an accurate shadowing model cannot be derived from our experiments for real highway scenarios.

Considering the setup of touchstone and 400-car scenarios with straight, flat road and vehicles with antennas of the same height, there always exist a dominant direct line-of-sight (LOS) ray and a ground-reflected ray between each transmitter-receiver pair. Therefore, two-ray ground reflection model is the best candidate to model path-loss in vehicular networks [6, 115]. The following section briefly describes the two-ray model and our proposed approach to finding its parameters.

2.1.2.1 Two-ray path-loss model

Path-loss is a deterministic model that determines the amount of loss in the average received signal strength at a specific distance of the transmitter. As mentioned, two-ray ground reflection is widely used for vehicular networks which can be found as

$$L_{LS}(d; \gamma, \epsilon_r) = 10 \times \gamma \times \log_{10} \left( 4\pi \frac{d}{\lambda} \left| 1 + \Gamma_{\perp} e^{i\varphi} \right|^{-1} \right)$$

(2.2)

where $\alpha$ is the path-loss exponent, which is introduced as an empirical environment-dependent adaptation of non-ideal channel conditions and assumed to be 2 in ideal channel conditions [115, 116]. $\lambda = \frac{c}{f}$ is the signal wavelength corresponding to the transmitted signal with central frequency of $f$ that is propagating in the environment with the speed of $c$. In the above equation, the reflection coefficient $\Gamma_\perp$ can be found as

$$\Gamma_{\perp} = \frac{\sin \theta - \sqrt{\epsilon_r - \cos^2 \theta}}{\sin \theta + \sqrt{\epsilon_r - \cos^2 \theta}}$$

(2.3)
where $\epsilon_r$ is a fixed, unit-less constant dependent on the reflection medium. \(\sin \theta = \frac{h_t + h_r}{d_{ref}}\) and \(\cos \theta = \frac{d}{d_{ref}}\), \(d_{ref} = \sqrt{d^2 + (h_t + h_r)^2}\) are dependent on \(h_t\) and \(h_r\) which are the heights of the transmitter and receiver antennas, respectively. Furthermore, the phase difference of the two interfering rays, $\varphi$, can be found as
\[
\varphi = 2\pi \times \frac{d_{los} - d_{ref}}{\lambda},
\]
where $d_{los} = \sqrt{d^2 + (h_t - h_r)^2}$.

Therefore, the path-loss model defined in Equation (2.2) has two unknown environment-dependent parameters of $\gamma$ and $\epsilon_r$ that should be found based on the empirical data.

Nonlinear regression methods are used previously to derive path-loss parameters from empirical data in single transmitter-receiver scenarios [19, 115]. Although, it is possible to use such methods for simple scenarios such as the touchstone, they are not reliable in more complicated scenarios due to the significant effect of small-scale fading mean. Small-scale fading cannot generally be assumed as zero-mean, so the mean affects the empirical average received signal strength. Therefore, we propose the following approach to determine the values of $\gamma$ and $\epsilon_r$.

The empirical average RSSI (in dBm), denoted as $\langle P_r(d) \rangle$, for each distance $d$ (in meters) is assumed to be equal to expected value of received signal strength
\[
\langle P_r(d) \rangle = E[P_r(d)] = P_t - L_{LS}(d) + E[g_{P,AB}(dB)]
\]
(2.5)

As fading characteristics do not change in close distances, for each distance $d'$, which is relatively close to $d$
\[
\langle P_r(d') \rangle - \langle P_r(d) \rangle = L_{LS}(d) - L_{LS}(d') = 10 \times \gamma \times \log_{10}\left(\frac{d}{d'} \times \frac{1 + \Gamma_{\perp d' e^{i\varphi d'}}}{1 + \Gamma_{\perp d e^{i\varphi d}}}\right)
\]
(2.6)

\subsection{Determining $\epsilon_r$}

The value of $\epsilon_r$ is determined prior to $\gamma$ as it only depends on the natural properties of reflecting surface. Thus, the touchstone scenario is used to this end as it has less complexity and exactly the same environmental properties. Similar to other single transmitter-receiver scenarios, channel condition is assumed to be ideal and path-loss follows a two-ray model with exponent value of $\gamma = 2$, as the environment of this scenario is an open area without any obstacles and a dominant LOS component always exists. Theoretically, using Equation (2.6) for any arbitrary pair of distinct distances $d$ and $d'$ should yield to an identical value of $\epsilon_r$. However, the obtained value may vary for each pair of distances due to imperfection of empirical data. Therefore, statistical mode of the distribution of obtained $\epsilon_r$ values is chosen as the best approximation of the actual value.
2.1.2.1.2 Determining $\gamma$

A similar method is used to determine the value of $\gamma$ which can be derived using Equation (2.6) based on the figured value of $\epsilon_r$ from the preceding subsection. The touchstone and 400-car scenarios are conducted in the same field, in which the value of $\epsilon_r$ is fixed. Hence, the corresponding $\gamma$ value of each scenario can be determined using previously calculated $\epsilon_r$. Similar to $\epsilon_r$ calculation approach, the obtained value may vary for any arbitrary pair of distinct distances $d$ and $d'$ due to imperfection of empirical data. Therefore, statistical mode of the distribution of obtained values of $\gamma$ is selected as the most accurate approximation of the actual value. The derived values for both scenarios are reported in the results section. Utilizing brute-force regression method in touchstone scenario and achieving the same value of $\gamma$ and $\epsilon_r$ approves the validity of our approach. Moreover, our approach is valid in more complicated scenarios such as 400-car, whereas regression method is not reliable as it neglects the effect of fading mean $\left( E\left[ g_{P,AB} \right] dB \right)$.

2.1.2.2 $\alpha$-$\mu$ fading model

The generalized gamma or Stacy distribution was originally derived in 1962 [117]. The probability density function (PDF) of generalized gamma covers some of the most widely used distributions such as Rayleigh, gamma, one-sided Gaussian, Nakagami-$m$, exponential, and Weibull as special cases. The $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution in wireless communication context is a rewritten form of generalized gamma distribution with change of variables, which was derived by Yacoub [118, 119], based on dedicated characteristics of the wireless medium, such as field non-linearity. The PDF of $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution is calculated as

$$f_x(x; \alpha, \mu, \Omega) = \frac{\alpha \mu x^{\alpha-1}}{\Omega \mu \Gamma(\mu)} \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x^\alpha}{\Omega} \right), \quad x \geq 0, \quad \alpha > 0, \quad \mu > 0,$$

(2.7)

Where

$$\mu = \frac{E^2[x^\alpha]}{E[x^{2\alpha}] - E^2[x^\alpha]},$$

(2.8)

$$\Omega = \sqrt{\alpha E[x^\alpha]}.$$

(2.9)

The $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution is one of the most general distributions which can model both fast fading and shadowing effects concurrently [120].

As aforementioned, Nakagami-$m$ distribution is the most common fading model in the vehicular networks [14, 19, 21-23, 121]. However, the main obstacles and scatterers in vehicular networks, especially in highway scenarios [20], are other vehicles. Thus, homogeneity of scatterers is not a valid assumption as the field scatterers are correlated and not distributed in the field in a complete uniformly random manner. The field non-linearity happens due to spatial correlation of scattering surfaces in contrast with assumption of their uniform distribution. The $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution derivation paradigm is mainly proposed to overcome the field non-linearity [118]. While it seems reasonable to leverage the field non-linearity property in vehicular environments, which is also statistically verified in this work, the $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution has never been used in VANETs beforehand.
Parameter estimation of $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution has been studied extensively in the literature [122-124]. The two vastly adopted approaches are maximum likelihood and moment generating function estimators [125, 126]. As the RSSI values in our scenarios are recorded in dBm and quantized to the nearest integer value, a parameter estimator of log distribution is more desirable to eliminate the numerical truncation error due to log to linear conversion. A set of parameter estimators for log $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution, $f_l(l)$ where $l = A \ln x$ and $A = \frac{20}{\ln 10}$ based on log moments and least square error are proposed in [120, 123]. We are employing these equations to obtain distribution parameters of fading model for our empirical data. It can be noted that the results of log representation of moment generating functions are more accurate compared to regular moments [120].

The second and third central moments of the log $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution are used to derive the estimators

$$M_2 = E \left[ (l - \bar{l})^2 \right] = \left( \frac{A}{\alpha} \right)^2 \psi'(\mu),$$

$$M_3 = E \left[ (l - \bar{l})^3 \right] = \left( \frac{A}{\alpha} \right)^3 \psi''(\mu),$$

where $\psi(x) = \frac{\partial \ln \Gamma(x)}{\partial x}$, $\psi'(x)$, and $\psi''(x)$ are the psi function and its first and second order derivatives, respectively [127]. The $\bar{\mu}$ estimator is defined as [123, 124]

$$\bar{\mu} = \frac{\hat{M}_2^3}{\hat{M}_3} = \left( \frac{\psi'(\mu)}{\psi''(\mu)} \right)^{\frac{3}{2}},$$

where $\hat{M}_2$ and $\hat{M}_3$ are empirical second and third central moments of the log $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution, respectively. The value of $\mu$ can be estimated as

$$\hat{\mu} = \begin{cases} \bar{\mu}^2 + \frac{1}{2}, & \bar{\mu} \leq -2.85 \\ -0.0773\bar{\mu}^4 - 0.6046\bar{\mu}^3 - 0.7949\bar{\mu}^2 \\ -2.4675\bar{\mu} - 0.9208, & -2.85 < \bar{\mu} \leq -0.6 \\ -132.8995\bar{\mu}^3 - 232.0659\bar{\mu}^2 \\ -137.6303\bar{\mu} - 27.3616, & -0.6 < \bar{\mu} < -0.5 \end{cases} \quad (2.13)$$

Accordingly, $\alpha$ and $\Omega$, can be estimated as

$$\hat{\alpha} = A \sqrt{\frac{\psi'(\hat{\mu})}{\hat{M}_2}},$$

$$\hat{\Omega} = \frac{\hat{\alpha}}{\sqrt{E \left[ \exp \left( \frac{\hat{\alpha}l}{A} \right) \right]}} \quad (2.15)$$
2.1.3 Model Evaluation

Calculated parameter values for suggested model based on the empirical data and its statistical evaluation are presented in this section. Moreover, the ns-3 simulation results are shown to evaluate the performance of the model with the presence of upper layer protocols.

It can be noted that the DSRC radio carrier-sensitivity has been tested by the radio vendor, and it turns out that the received packets with RSSI values less than -94 dBm cannot be correctly detected and are lost in most cases. Therefore, the number of received data points in the empirical observations for higher distances is too low, and the data itself is not representative since it has been pruned by the DSRC receivers to only contain correctly received frames. In other words, we do not have access to a representative set of channel realizations for higher distances as the received packets with RSSI values below the carrier-sensitivity threshold had been truncated from the data points. Hence, to avoid the accuracy of the model being affected, despite the existence of partial data points for the whole field test range, the model derivation is performed for distances up to 800 meters and 400 meters for touchstone and 400-car scenarios, respectively.

2.1.3.1 Touchstone scenario

As mentioned, the value of $\epsilon_r$ is determined from the touchstone scenario. Furthermore, the validity of our proposed approach is verified by comparing its results with regression based methods as a benchmark. Based on the ideal channel condition assumption in single transmitter-receiver scenarios, path-loss follows a two-ray model with exponent value of $\gamma = 2$. The statistical mode of the distribution of obtained $\epsilon_r$ values for all distance pairs is shown in Figure 2-3 with respect to bin size of 0.01. Therefore, the value of $\epsilon_r = 1.01$ is chosen for our measurement campaign environment.

The same method is used to verify the value of $\gamma = 2$ based on the figured value of $\epsilon_r = 1.01$. The statistical mode of the distribution of obtained values of $\gamma$ is shown in Figure 2-4. The value of $\gamma = 2$ is consistent with our assumption.

Moreover, brute-force method with least mean square error criteria is used to simultaneously calculate the values of $\gamma$ and $\epsilon_r$ in touchstone scenario to verify the validity of our approach. The values of $\epsilon_r = 1.01$ and $\gamma = 2.01$ are computed for regression method. Average RSSI data points of touchstone scenario and two-ray path-loss models with parameters derived from two approaches are illustrated in Figure 2-5. Note that the RSSI values are averaged over one-meter bins.
Figure 2-3: Histogram of calculated $\epsilon_r$ values from touchstone scenario

Figure 2-4: Histogram of calculated $\gamma$ values from touchstone scenario
2.1.3.2 400-car scenario

2.1.3.2.1 Path-loss model evaluation

Using the aforementioned method, the value of $\gamma$ is calculated for 400-car scenario based on the value of $\epsilon_r = 1.01$. Figure 2-6 shows the histogram of the distribution of derived values of $\alpha$ along with the most frequent bin, which is the chosen $\gamma = 2.1$.

2.1.3.2.2 Fading model evaluation

The Path-loss model found in Step 1, with the values of $\epsilon_r = 1.01$ and $\gamma = 2.1$, is subtracted from the original RSSI data points to find the nondeterministic part of data. The aforementioned log-moment estimators are employed to derive the $\alpha$-$\mu$ fading model parameters. In order to avoid overfitting of the model, the range of 400 meters is divided into 5-meter distance bins, for which a representative set of empirical data is available, and the best set of model parameters are found for each bin.
In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed model and evaluate its goodness-of-fit, the same number of data points for each 5-meter distance bin are regenerated using an $\alpha - \mu$ distribution with estimated parameters of that bin.

The RSSI values of each 5-meter bin are represented as a box plot in Figure 2-7. The field box plots are shown in blue and the regenerated points based on the derived model are depicted in red. The central black mark of each box is the median, the 25th, and 75th percentiles are the edges of the box, and the whiskers extend to the most extreme non-outlier data points corresponds to approximately 99.3 percent coverage if the data points are assumed to be normally distributed.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a hypothesis testing approach for goodness-of-fit evaluation of a theoretic distribution with an empirical data set [128]. K-S test is widely employed in the literature due to its two important characteristics [19, 120]. First, K-S test statistic is independent of the actual CDF of the empirical data. Second, binning size does not affect the validity of the K-S test results. The empirical CDF, $F_E(x)$, is defined as

$$F_E(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} I(x_i \leq x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

where $I(x_i \leq x)$ stands for the indicator function which equals to one when the $i^{th}$ empirical data sample $(x_i)$ is less than or equal to $x$ and zero otherwise, and $n$ is the size of whole empirical data set. In other words, $F_E(x)$ works as a normalized counter of empirical data set elements based on the CDF definition. The main concept behind the K-S test is the similarity judgment of empirical CDF and hypothesized CDF based on the maximum value of their absolute distance or vertical discrepancy. The maximum vertical discrepancy between these two CDFs is known as the K-S test statistic and denoted as $D$:

$$D = \max_x |F(x) - F_E(x)|$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

where $F(x)$ is the hypothesized CDF for the empirical data.

K-S test results for the 400-car scenario RSSI values versus the $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution are also illustrated in Figure 2-7. The empirical data set is divided into five-meter bins and the parameters of $\alpha$-$\mu$ distribution are derived for each bin, separately. The number of data points for each regenerated bin is equal to its corresponding bin in empirical data to perform a valid K-S test. Bin-wise pass and fail results of performed K-S test with the test significance level of $\alpha = 0.01$ are depicted in Figure 2-7 in navy blue and purple, respectively. The statistical assessment strongly supports our assumption about applicability of $\alpha$-$\mu$ fading model on dense vehicular networks.

We have implemented both large and small-scale propagation models in ns-3, which is a realistic network simulator, to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model.

Figure 2-8 shows the transmission-reception procedure in ns-3.

![Figure 2-8- Steps of model implementation in ns-3](image)

The box plot comparison of simulation results versus field data is shown in Figure 2-9.
Automated crash avoidance is one of the most important parts of any autonomous driving system. The networked crash avoidance system (NCAS), which is also called cooperative crash avoidance system, is a flavor of automated crash avoidance that relies on cooperation and coordination among vehicles that are within a certain range of each other. Crash avoidance is based on real-time situational awareness information that is gathered from nearby vehicles over a wireless local area network. Autonomous driving or crash avoidance systems comprising of many subsystems. The coordination, integration, and control of these subsystems, as well as the communication among vehicles, and their complex movement dynamics introduce a lot of challenges in the study and modeling of the system. In order to achieve autonomous driving, several functionalities must be integrated, including real-time mapping or situational awareness service, which generates a real-time map of the surrounding of a vehicle, position estimation, and control.

Each real-time situational awareness component is composed of two subcomponents: communication and estimation. Communication is based on dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) technology, one of the enabling technologies of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [114]. DSRC uses CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with collision Avoidance) to share the wireless channel among neighboring vehicles (up to distances of few hundred meters). The CSMA/CA communication protocol specifies how vehicles should coordinate access to the shared wireless channel within the transmission range of each other. There are many issues with using a shared channel in vehicular broadcast networks; the scalability issue is a well-known problem and refers to the fact that in crowded networks the total capacity of the network tends to zero, failing real-time situational awareness altogether [27]. An important reason for such failure is the hidden nodes phenomenon, which happens when two nodes outside the transmission range of each other.
transmit simultaneously to nodes in between them. These VANET issues will adversely affect the estimation process if the network is not properly managed. In this subsection, we present a hybrid model that considers all the above issues using probabilistic timed-automata and hybrid automata.

Our choice of hybrid automata method is also inspired by recent literature on modeling cyber-physical systems [129-131]. It is generally recommended that Hybrid automata (or hybrid systems) modeling seems to be rational because the physical processes could be defined in terms of differential equations, while communication and computation could be represented in terms of timed-automata, state machines, data flows, discrete events, etc. [132].

In our modeling effort, we employ the estimation process that has been introduced and verified in [26, 27, 30]. This method is currently under test by the automotive industry to replace the original design of periodic transmission of state information [25]. The unified modeling of the components of communication and estimation facilitates a more precise and straightforward study of the characteristics and properties of the system and provides an opportunity for separate and mutual performance analysis of each component through model checking. To model the communication component, we consider the DSRC broadcast network in two scenarios; first we consider the case of all vehicles in being transmission range of each other (no hidden node effect) to derive the basic model; we then extend the model to cover the hidden node case, which is the prevalent situation in crash avoidance system (CAS) and CVS networks.

Subsection 2.2.1 provides a brief overview of the system. In Subsection 2.2.2, the model for each component is separately discussed, and a hybrid model is presented to combine both estimation and communication. In Subsection 2.2.3, the hidden node phenomenon and its model are investigated. The validation of the proposed models in comparison with ns-3 results is presented in Subsection 2.2.4.

### 2.2.1 System Descriptions

NCAS and CVS systems are designed based on broadcasting information through a shared channel and providing mechanisms for each vehicle to estimate and track the state (e.g., position and speed) of other vehicles. Vehicles broadcast their state information in a neighborhood around them, as shown in Figure 2-10. For this purpose, each vehicle is equipped with DSRC radio, GPS, and onboard sensors. The real-time situational awareness encompasses all subsystems that are used for tracking of neighboring vehicle positions. The main two components of real-time situational awareness that need to be modeled are the networking/communication process and the estimation process.

![Broadcast of safety messages via shared DSRC channel](image)

Figure 2-10- Broadcasting the information in CVS systems.
The networking/communication process is responsible for disseminating state information of vehicles, and the estimation process samples the information in the sender vehicle (message generation) and recovers communicated states at the destination vehicles (state tracking). Figure 2-11 shows these components and their tasks.

It is clear that performances of these two components are related to each other. The performance of the networking process highly depends on the load of information presented to the network by the estimation process of each vehicle (because the performance of CSMA/CA protocol degrades if the amount of load increases). The performance of the estimation process is affected by the dynamical order of its process and also the performance of the communication process because the estimation process recovers the state information based on the successfully communicated state information at the receiver.

Two different scenarios can be considered when modeling the networking component: all vehicles in each other’s transmission range, and vehicles interacting only with neighboring vehicles up to a certain distance. When all vehicles are in range, the system follows a rule that situational awareness is required for all vehicles, and each vehicle is assumed to receive state information from all other vehicles (a fully connected network). This is only a hypothetical scenario and is used to create a basic model for the communication component. In the second scenario, the situational awareness is assumed to be required for all neighboring vehicles up to a certain distance; therefore the range of communication and the operation of CSMA/CA will be adjusted.
accordingly. The second scenario is the realistic case of a CAS or CVS and covers the hidden node phenomenon.

The estimation process of real-time situational awareness could use many different policies; in this work we consider the promising error-dependent policy of [26], which is currently under consideration by industry for adoption in the probabilistic form presented in [27].

### 2.2.2 Model Description for the Fully Connected Network

In this section, we consider a fully connected network and develop a probabilistic timed-automata (PTA) model for each sender, receiver, and channel. A hybrid automaton is then presented, that consists of estimation process as a continuous-time process and a networking /communication process model as a discrete-time process for the condition of all vehicles being within range (fully connected network).

#### 2.2.2.1 Communication component model

The networking/communication component of real-time situational awareness in CVS system is based on the IEEE 802.11 standard in broadcast mode. Since the communication process is a discrete procedure, we model the communication process as a sequence of discrete processes and events. Furthermore, the communication process is random; therefore, probabilistic timed-automata is used to model the communication part. The probabilistic timed-automata model is characterized by a six-tuple as follows:

\[
PTA = \{ S, T, I_0, \xi, \Sigma(s), prob \}
\]  

(2.18)

Where,

- \( S \) is a finite set of states (location) of the PTA models. The communication model at the sender, receiver, and channel has different states to model the transmission and reception of the information by these states. In each sender, the model starts from \( \text{wait until free} \) and ends after the model leaves the transmit state. The models simulate the actual communication process, based on the discrete jumps (transitions) between these states.

- \( T \) is a set of clocks. Transitions between states occur based on the clocks assigned to them. When the model enters a certain state, its clock is fired and counts from zero to the final clock value.

- \( I_0 \in S \) is the initial state (location). In each sender, the model starts from \( \text{wait until free} \) and ends after the model leaves the Transmit state in each try of broadcasting the data. The channel model starts from \( \text{free} \), and the receiver model starts from the waiting state.

- \( \xi \) is a finite set of all events. Its members handle all the possible transitions and they are the guards between all the states.

- \( \Sigma(s) \) is a set of feasible events at each state \( s \).
• *prob* is a set of transition probabilities. In probabilistic timed-automata different transitions between different states take place based on their assigned transition probabilities. The probabilities of transition between states are 1 if it is not mentioned on the guards.

According to the CSMA/CA protocol, transmission procedures freeze when the channel is sensed to be busy, and transmission is allowed to resume when the channel is determined to be idle again. After a busy period, according to CSMA/CA, each sender should sense whether the channel is idle for an *AIFS* period, then it should follow the procedure from the point at which it was stopped. A random backoff waiting time is used to avoid collisions as much as possible.

Figure 2-12 shows the proposed probabilistic timed-automata model for the sender of vehicle *j*. The initial location is indicated by a double circle. If the channel is sensed to be free (idle during the *AIFS* time period), the model jumps to the backoff state and randomly selects a backoff number from a uniform distribution (the contention window size is $CW = 16$, so the probabilities are $1/CW$). After passing each slot time, the backoff counter counts down until it reaches zero. The events *free* and *busy*, which are generated by the channel, are urgent events for the Sender. Note that the Model moves toward transmission of the information by jumping to the *vulnerable* state. The *vulnerable* state and its clock timer are defined to model the time taken for sender to assess the channel and deliver its state to the MAC layer and switch from receive mode to transmission mode. Before switching to the *vulnerable* state, the sender was listening to the channel in order to determine whether the channel becomes busy, in which the procedure will be stopped. When the clock of *vulnerable* state reaches its final value, the model generates $Send\hat{x}_j(k)$ messages for channel and fires the transmission timer in the *transmit* state.

![Figure 2-12- Probabilistic timed-automata model for sender at vehicle *j* in the saturation condition](image)

*Trans* value is chosen to model the time taken to transmit the information through the channel in the real world. Following a transmit state, the sender restarts the process. This assumes there is always information to transmit i.e., the node and network are in saturation mode. We make this assumption here to develop the basic model, but can relax it when the estimation process is also modeled. The hybrid model is described without the saturation assumption, because the sender
should send the state information when it is necessary based on the real-time situational awareness estimation process policy.

Figure 2-13 shows the timed-automata model for the channel. We consider two states for the channel, *busy* and *free*. Note that the event $Send \hat{x}_i(k)$, generated by the transmitter of each vehicle, is an urgent event for channel. When a transmission happens (one sender leaves the vulnerable state), the channel jumps to *busy* state and delivers its state to all vehicles by busy massages. As soon as the sender finishes the transmission, the channel returns to *free* state. Therefore, in the case of all vehicles in range, they always have the same sense about the channel state (because they receive the same free or busy messages from the channel), but when there is a limited range of the transmission vehicles may have different sense about the channel state at different locations and this will yield to hidden node collision. If other transmissions happen while the first transmission has not yet completed and is still underway (this phenomenon could take place because of the vulnerable state) the channel should wait in busy state until the newest transmission finishes. We model this notion with a self-transition on the top of *busy* state, which resets the *busy* clock.

![Figure 2-13 Probabilistic timed-automata model for shared channel.](image)

Figure 2-14 shows the proposed timed-automata model of the receiver. We consider three states for the receiver to model information packet reception. When a transmission happens and the channel switches to the *busy* state, the receiver switches from *waiting* (while there are no transmissions on the channel) to the *reception* state. Note that the events $Send\hat{x}_i(k), Sends_i$ and *free*, generated by the transmitter of each vehicle and the channel model, are urgent events for the receiver too. It is also possible for multiple transmissions to occur at the same time ($Sends_i$). Therefore, we consider a transition for this condition to model these cases as collisions. If other transmissions occur while the first one is in progress, the receiver jumps to the *collision* state. After all of these events, the receiver model will go back to the waiting state when the channel sends a *free* message. The double circle indicates initial state of the receiver.
One of the measures to verify a timed-automata model is reachability analysis, which indicates that the model will terminate in finite time in each independent broadcast of the information.

**Problem 1 (Reachability):** Given a transition system \( T = (S, \Sigma, S_0, S_f) \), any state \( s_f \in S_f \) is reachable from a state \( s_0 \in S_0 \) (initial state) by a sequence of transitions.

**Proof of state reachability:** It was shown that each timed-automaton is a transition system. If we apply the following reachability algorithm presented in [133]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Initialization} & \quad reach_0 = S_0 \\
reach_{i+1} &= \emptyset \\
i &= 0 \\
\text{while } reach_i \neq reach_{i+1} \text{ do} & \\
\text{begin} & \\
reach_{i+1} &= reach_i \cup \{ s' \in S : \exists s \in reach_i, \sigma \in \Sigma(s) \text{ with } (s, \sigma, s') \} \\
i &= i + 1 \\
\text{end} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

It is trivial to show that the proposed timed-automata model will terminate this algorithm after six steps, and \( reach_5 = S \). Therefore, the timed-automata is finite.

It can be concluded from this model that there are two reasons for collision when all vehicles are considered to be within range. First, if multiple transmissions occur at the same time (they have
the same backoff number). Second, if two or more transmissions occur in sequence with *vuln* time duration (the difference between their backoff numbers is exactly equal to the *vuln* time slots). With very small *vuln* time slot, this type of collision can be ignored.

### 2.2.2.2 Modeling the Estimation Process

There are different policies to decide for communicating the information. It was shown that in the problem of tracking a dynamical system over a network if message generation and communication have a correlation with estimation error, the same performance as the periodic sampling and communication method can be reached using a lower rate of data [26, 27]. The reduced rate of transmission, without sacrificing performance, is a key advantage of the “error-dependent policy”. In error dependent policy, each vehicle communicates its current state information (position and speed) if the difference between its next position and what is perceived as its next position at the remote vehicle (remote estimator data) is greater than an error threshold. The next position of each vehicle is driven by a Kalman filter based on its current position (from GPS data), speed, and heading [134]. It was proved that a first-order kinematic model is rational for estimating a vehicle's updated position based on position and speed data already available to remote vehicles.

![Figure 2-15 Schematic overview of Error-Dependent policy.](image)

Figure 2-15 shows a schematic view of the estimation process. The remote estimator replicates the process running in other vehicles. It stores the last state information presented to the network to decide when the next transmission should occur. Self-estimation determines the next position based on a defined Kalman filter and generates a reference state vector. The remote estimator uses a first-order kinematic equation to estimate the next position of the vehicle based on state information broadcast in the previous transmission:

\[
\ddot{x}(k) = \dot{x}(k-1) + \dot{v}(k-1) \times \Delta T
\]  

(2.20)

Symbols with (^) on top refer to the Self Estimator’s approximations and symbols with (~) on top refer to the perceived or emulated Remote Estimator’s approximations. The Scheduler decides whether the difference between the predefined reference position (\(\ddot{x}(k)\)) and estimated position has reached the threshold error or not. It calculates the estimation error based on the next position measured by the Self Estimator and Remote Estimator, then compares its Euclidean norm with the estimation error threshold as soon as it receives it. If the error calculated by the scheduler, \(e(k) = \)
\[ \| \hat{x}(k) - \bar{x}(k) \|_2, \text{ is more than the estimation error threshold, } e_{th}, \text{ the current position and speed of the vehicle (} \hat{x}(k), \hat{v}(k) \text{) will be broadcast through the network.} \]

2.2.2.3 Hybrid Model

The hybrid automata concept is a well-known method for mixed discrete-continuous state system modeling. The hybrid model proposed here to model the real-time situational awareness system is as follows:

\[ H = (Q, X, Init, \Sigma, f, Dom, E, G) \]  

(2.21)

Where \( Q \) is a finite set of discrete states, \( q_1 \) represents the estimation process and \( q_2 \) represents the PTA model, \( X \) is a set of continuous states. Any pair of \( (q, x) \in Q \times X \) is referred as the state of \( H \). \( \Sigma \) is a set of discrete input symbols and events. \( Init \subseteq Q \times X \) is the set of initial values of the system \( (\bar{X}_j, \bar{X}(0)) \). \( f(\ldots): Q \times X \rightarrow p(X) \) represents the dynamic of the system. \( Dom: Q \rightarrow p(X) \times \Sigma \) is the working domain of each state and defines combinations of states, events and constraints (here error threshold) for which dynamical equations are allowed; here \( p(x) \) is the power set of all subsets of \( X \). \( E \subseteq Q \times Q \) is the set of edges, and \( G: E \times \Sigma \rightarrow p(X) \) is the set of transition guard conditions that enable the transition between discrete states.

Figure 2-16 shows the proposed hybrid model for CVS system for vehicle \( j \). The estimation process \( (q_1) \), estimates the next position of vehicle according to Equation (2.20). Scheduler determines the error of the estimations based on the information of Self Estimator and Remote Estimator and compares it with the Threshold error, and decides whether the transmission is necessary or not. The reference vector, \( \hat{X}_j \), contains the real position and speed \( (\hat{x}(k), \hat{v}(k)) \) of each vehicle at different time steps (information of Self Estimator). If the estimation error is more than the Threshold error, the system will switch to the probabilistic timed-automata model and starts the communication process (probabilistic timed-automata model) from wait until free state. After that the system leaves the Transmit state of the probabilistic timed-automata, the system will update the Remote Estimator information (position and speed) with the current position of vehicle.

![Figure 2-16 Hybrid model for CVS system at vehicle j.](image)
Lemma 2 - 1: The proposed Hybrid model is non-blocking.

Proof: Based on the definitions the set of reachable state in continuous part (S1) is:

$$reach = \{q_1\} \times \{\bar{x}(k) | e \leq e_{th}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.22)

Since that the nature of the vehicle speed based on driver reactions is random (because of sudden breaking) we have two possibilities for Trans (transition guard) set, that are:

$$Trans_1 = \{q_1\} \times \{\bar{x}(k) | e > e_{th}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.23)

$$Trans_2 = \{q_1\} \times \{\bar{x}(k) | e = e_{th}\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.24)

If Trans$_1$ is the case, it is trivial that Reach $\cap$ Trans = $\emptyset$ and thus the model is non-blocking. If Trans$_2$ is the case, it is obvious that Reach $\cap$ Trans $\neq$ $\emptyset$. Considering the following lemma, because there is a guard between the estimation and communication process ($e \geq e_{th}$) therefore, the Hybrid model is non-blocking. Note that we proved that the communication process is finite timed-automata.

Lemma 2 - 2: A Hybrid automaton, $H$, is non-blocking if for all, $(q, x) \in$ Reach $\cap$ Trans there exists $\dot{q} \in Q$ such that $(\dot{q}, q) \in E$ and $x \in G(q, \dot{q})$.

Proof in [133].

2.2.3 Modeling Hidden Node Phenomenon

So far we have assumed a channel which sends free and busy messages to all vehicles; therefore, each vehicle has the state of the entire network. In the case of a limited range of transmission, vehicles are not able to broadcast information to all other vehicles, and only vehicles within a certain distance (communication range) of a transmitting vehicle will receive the transmitted data. It should be noted that in this case vehicles do not have the information of the entire network and they only can listen to the channel within their range. Figure 2-17 presents a simplified illustration. Consider a case where vehicle B has information to transmit and listens to the channel; if the channel is determined to be free, then vehicle B will attempt to broadcast its information according to CSMA/CA. However, vehicle D, which is not located within the range of vehicle B, attempts to broadcast its data while vehicle B is transmitting, yet not violating CSMA/CA rules. In such a case, the packets from the two vehicles will collide at the receiver, vehicle C, who is located between and within the range of both senders. These collisions could adversely affect the estimation process if the network is not properly managed.
In the model of this case (limited range), each vehicle has the information of vehicles within its
range, but not of the entire network. Therefore, the authority to make decisions is local. Figure 2-18 shows the proposed model for the receiver part of vehicles. In this model, we embed the
channel model inside the receiver (because each vehicle senses the channel based on its range),
and each receiver provides free and busy messages only for its transmitter. Each vehicle receives
Send \( \hat{x}_i(k) \) and Send\(_s_i \) signals only from vehicles located within its range.

Figure 2-17 Schematic overview of hidden node phenomenon.

Figure 2-18 Receiver model for vehicle \( j \).
We define a closed sphere around each vehicle to indicate the range \( (R_j) \). In this model of receiver, we have three states namely waiting, reception, and collision. In the waiting state, the receiver produces free messages repeatedly, allowing for data to be broadcast. The model for the sender and the hybrid model will be the same as before. Furthermore, because these free and busy messages are not shared with other vehicles, the hidden node collision will be inevitable.

2.2.4 Model Verification

To evaluate the accuracy of the model, we compare the results generated by the model and Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) for several different scenarios. We consider the probability of successful transmissions with respect to the number of vehicles, range, and rate of transmission as the measure for this comparison. The model is implemented in a multi-thread program in Java. We study the model for two cases of a fully-connected network (all vehicles in range) and hidden node scenario (in a highway setting).

The ns-3 is an open source discrete event simulator that is maintained by a large community of researchers and developers. It is currently in use by automotive industry for verification of vehicular communication and their related systems. Due to its discrete event nature and the fact that real-time situational awareness runs as a periodic (discrete) repetitive process, it is straightforward to implement all the relevant parts of real-time situational awareness in ns-3. To verify the proposed model, we configure ns-3 in a way that it behaves similarly to the model. To this end, an ideal channel was created with no fading and propagation loss. This means that each transmitted packet is successfully delivered to receivers up to a specified distance regardless of phenomenon such as fading. This distance shows the transmission range, thus the packet will not be received at any receiver beyond it. The PHY and MAC layer in ns-3 are configured to mimic DSRC (802.11p in 10MHz) in broadcast mode (AdHoc) with a rate of 6 Mbps.

All clocks of models are scaled based on a fix slot time (time duration of 13 µs). Hence, other time-dependent model parameters (Table 2-1) are calculated based on this slot-time. The same calculation also is considered for ns-3. For example, one second of simulation time will be 76923 time slots, the packet size in ns-3 is 388 Bytes (324 payload+64 header).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slot Time</td>
<td>13 µsec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIFS</td>
<td>2×slot time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerable Time</td>
<td>1×slot time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission time</td>
<td>38×slot time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contention Window size</td>
<td>16×slot time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packet size in ns-3</td>
<td>388 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Capacity</td>
<td>2026 packets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Starting the CSMA/CA procedure from sent state instead of a pre-start back-off is the significant implementation issue of ns-3, which causes a completely concurrent collision in all of the transmitted packets. To avoid this issue, each vehicle in ns-3 should initialize its transmission by
choosing a random delay drawn from a uniform distribution with the size of the contention window.

2.2.4.1 Fully Connected Network Scenario

The probability of successful transmission is calculated by averaging over the number of successfully received packets (the number of times the reception state was visited subtracted by the number of times the collision state was met by a receiver) divided by the number of transmitted packets.

Figure 2-19 depicts the probability of successful transmission according to various numbers of vehicles for constant transmission rate (50 Hz). As it was expected, the probability of success decreases after the channel becomes saturated.

![Figure 2-19 Probability of success vs. number of vehicles - all in range scenario.](image)

The probability of successful transmission for different rates is shown in Figure 2-20. The results are shown for three different cases of 40, 50, and 60 vehicles. The channel behavior can be observed while it shows a saturation point for each case, which depends on the number of vehicles, and a unique pattern of decreasing.
2.2.4.2 Hidden Node Scenario

In this scenario, vehicles are distributed in a highway-like pattern. To investigate the effect of hidden node problem precisely, and avoid effects of edges of the topology, the middle 1/5 of the vehicles are used as the test nodes to calculate the probability of successful transmission (e.g. 50 vehicles in the center out of a highway with 250 vehicles). ns-3 uses the location of vehicles to create a mobility trace file. The proposed Hybrid model also uses the same reference vector of positions for its estimation process ($\hat{X}_f$).

Figure 2-21 shows the probability of successful transmission for hidden node scenario with respect to different ranges of transmission. Note that the rate of transmission is fixed to 10Hz and the values are calculated over 50 vehicles in the center of a highway with 250 vehicles. As the range of transmission increases, the average probability of successful transmission in a neighborhood around vehicle increases; the reason is that more vehicles are aware of each other’s transmission and cooperate with each other in a CSMA manner. It must be noted that the total capacity decreases in this case since the channel is shared by more vehicles when the range of transmission increases. It is only the probability of success for the few transmitted packets that increases.
The mutual effect of transmission rate and range on successful transmission in the case of 50 vehicles is shown in Figure 2-22. Since the capacity of the channel is limited to a constant amount of packets, increasing the rate will improve the probability of successful transmission until it reaches the saturation point of the channel. After that, increasing the rate will increase the number of hidden node collisions which results in less successful transmissions.

Another measure used to evaluate the Hybrid model is the rate of message transmission as a function of the estimation error threshold. The reference position vector, $\hat{X}_j$, is assumed to perform...
like a GPS device, which updates the speed of the vehicles every 6.5msec via a zero mean Gaussian distribution for acceleration. Therefore, every 6.5msec the speed vector will update its value.

Figure 2-23 shows the result for different values of threshold error. It can be observed that the increase of the error threshold affects the rate of transmission inversely (as expected).

![Figure 2-23 Effect of threshold error on transmission rate.](image)
Chapter 3  Multi-hop Situational Awareness through Network-aware Double-layer Distance-dependent Broadcast

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for vehicles are categorized into three major groups based on their application: comfort/entertainment, efficiency, and safety. While the communication requirements of the comfort applications can be met by traditional technologies such as cellular networks, efficiency and safety applications need a communication infrastructure with lower latency and higher capacity. Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication (enabled using dedicated short range communication (DSRC) [42]) has emerged as an appropriate platform for such applications. DSRC is a promising technology to be used for creating single-hop and multi-hop networks. Single-hop communication is mostly used in safety applications with strict latency requirements; for example, collision-avoidance systems need real-time awareness of their surroundings. Multi-hop communication is more useful for applications that need to disseminate vehicle or road information to distances much farther than a single-hop transmission range. Use cases for multi-hop communication include both safety applications such as emergency vehicle warning and post-crash warning, as well as efficiency applications like traffic information, vehicle tracking, traffic management, and road monitoring. Due to the vital role of time-critical safety applications, single-hop communication has attracted more attention in the research community. On the other hand, multi-hop communication has mostly been studied for generic applications, without much attention to the specific needs and features of efficiency and safety systems. The problem that we focus on this chapter is the coexistence of critical safety information along with multi-hop communication of general traffic and less critical information.

Most multi-hop safety and efficiency applications rely on information such as traffic congestion, car density, movement dynamics, or road blocks, whose importance depends on how far the recipient is from the source of information. In these applications, as they have a reasonable tolerance for delay, immediate forwarding of the information to very long distances is not beneficial. As a result, a desired information forwarding method would be one that reduces the amount of forwarded information as the distance from the source increases to preserve valuable
resources. Thus, in this chapter, we pursue this goal by proposing a **network-aware double-layer distance-dependent broadcast** protocol (N2DCAST). Our protocol ensures that important information is delivered to its point of interest with small latency without overwhelming scarce network capacity.

Broadcast of information in vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) requires strategies to avoid congestion in the communication channel. The rate, range, and message size of transmissions are the most influential factors on channel congestion. A large body of literature exists on determining such parameters for single-hop broadcast (e.g., [27, 32]), yet few solutions have been proposed to address this issue in the multi-hop broadcast. These solutions are based on the two competing variants of beaconless independent transmissions or piggybacking over single-hop beacons [135]. All of these solutions mostly aim to find optimal forwarding procedures with the objective of minimizing redundant rebroadcasts, contention, and collisions. However, our proposed method targets the reduction of latency in consideration of channel load.

In practice, systems that will be designed based on the assumption of existing single-hop beacons are more feasible to become a reality. For example, piggybacking over V2V basic safety messages (BSMs) eliminates the need for creating a whole new high-penetration network. V2V communication is expected to be implemented through government mandates in the next few years [87]. Whereas other types of high-penetration networks created by voluntary participation of vehicles may not succeed in the near future. Even though piggybacking on beacons is not the fastest way of forwarding information, it has the lowest impact on network load because it avoids the overhead of creating new packets. Specifically, the study of the impact of piggybacking on forwarding delay, reception probability, and staleness probability of the received packets, has found that the relationship between increasing the size of piggybacked data and forwarding delay is logarithmic [44]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the channel load is reduced when piggybacking over beacons is used instead of increasing the coverage of single-hop beacons [136].

The contribution of this chapter is a multi-hop broadcast protocol based on piggybacking of aggregated traffic information over BSMs. We enhance our previous distance-sensitive method [137] and append a new distance-dependent forwarding algorithm to it. The forwarding algorithm uses two layers of distance-dependency. The first layer uses a message size control scheme and a mix probabilistic approach to ensure that the forwarding within each hop is as fast as possible. The mix probabilistic approach incorporates network-awareness into the forwarding algorithm. Therefore, packet loss in the network and importance of information is considered in the protocol. The second layer progressively decreases the forwarding rate of subsequent hops as the distance from the source increases to preserve channel load. Directional broadcast of messages, based on application requirements, is achievable by this protocol as there is no assumption or limitation exists over movement directions. The proposed method considerably reduces the overall staleness of information and channel load. Additionally, if the same amount of channel load is utilized as in similar approaches, whenever the network is not threatened by congestion, this method increases the coverage of traffic map.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 describes the system design with a detailed description of the proposed protocol. The formal protocol specification is presented in Section 3.2. The performance evaluation and experimental results are discussed in Section 3.3.
3.1 System Design

In this section, we first motivate our approach and describe the system model; then, the proposed schemes and algorithms are presented, followed by an analysis of their characteristics.

3.1.1 Performance Metrics

In general, each broadcast method is desired to have four characteristics: reliability, reachability, minimum delay, and scalability. Reliability and reachability describe how frequent vehicles receive a message containing traffic or safety information and how far (number of hops) the message reaches. Reception rate and delivery ratio are the measures associated with reliability and reachability, respectively. In the definition of reliability and reachability, the delay by which a message reaches an intended receiver is not a factor, as in some applications the information dissemination is better late than never. Latency and staleness are the performance metrics associated with delay for time-critical applications. Each forwarding step has a latency which adds a delay to the message until it reaches the destination. Staleness of a message is equal to the difference between the current timestamp of the receiver and the generation timestamp of that message with respect to a unique time reference. Apart from these three characteristics, scalability shows the ability of the protocol to handle the high load on the channel and can be measured by overhead, forwarder ratio, and channel load.

3.1.1.1 Reliability and Reachability

Given a fully connected network and the existence of frequent single-hop safety beacons (BSMs), all the methods that rely on piggybacking over these beacons are capable of achieving 100-percent reachability. For example, in the counter-based broadcast method when a vehicle broadcasts a message, all the vehicles that receive this message count the number of times they heard the rebroadcasted message. Accordingly, if a vehicle hears the message for the first time, it will set the counter value to one, and if it overhears the same message, the counter will be incremented by one. On the other hand, if the message is not heard between the duration of two consecutive beacons of the vehicle, the counter will be decremented to zero and the message will be retransmitted. Consequently, any mechanism that safeguards the retransmission of a message by at least one vehicle at each hop, can guarantee the spread of that message through the whole network as it is fully connected and the beacons are generated periodically [138]. In our method, each vehicle embeds the received message in its next beacon based on a probability. Therefore, to achieve the same reachability and reliability, the probability of success is defined in a way that ensures the messages are rebroadcasted by at least one vehicle for each beacon period, while the reliability factor of the network is also considered and predetermined (see Figure 3-1). Thus, the expected value of rebroadcasting a message is always greater than one.
3.1.1.2 Scalability

Since piggybacking over existing beacons is used in our method, overhead is not a proper metric for the scalability measurement since no new packets are generated by our method. Thus, forwarder ratio and channel load are used for this aspect. Forwarder ratio is defined as the ratio of a number of vehicles which rebroadcast a message divided by a total number of vehicles in a single-hop communication range. In general, channel load shows the amount of load put on the channel due to rebroadcast of a message, while in our method channel load means the “added load” due to attaching of multi-hop messages to BSM packets. Moreover, the amount of channel load can affect the performance of any method in terms of staleness and reachability. As it is shown in [32], the information dissemination ratio (IDR) increases with an increase in the channel load up to a peak point, after which it sharply decreases. This finding is a consequence of the fact that putting too much load on the communication channel leads to a high packet loss, which results in an increase of staleness and reduction of reachability. As a matter of fact, if the channel load was not an issue, flooding, which is the most primitive multi-hop broadcast method, would have been the best option. In flooding, each vehicle rebroadcasts every received message immediately, which would have resulted in the highest reachability and lowest possible staleness if no packets were dropped due to the channel congestion [138]. Therefore, a desirable method should not only have a high reachability and low staleness but should also maintain the channel load around the peak point at which the IDR is maximized.

To investigate the effect of our proposed method on channel load, we should first determine the network parameters that affect channel load. As mentioned before, the rate, range, and message size of transmissions are the most influential factors on the channel load. Let $C$ denote the channel capacity (in bits per second) and $r$ denote the rate of transmissions (in Hertz). Furthermore, denote the single-hop communication range (in meters) by $D(P_{tx})$, where $P_{tx}$ is the transmission power. The number of vehicles in the communication range of a specific vehicle can be calculated as $N = 2 \times (\rho \times D(P_{tx}))$, where $\rho$ is the vehicle density observed by that specific vehicle, defined as the number of vehicles per unit distance in a unidimensional network. Please note that for simplicity of notation and analysis, we are not showing the vehicle identifying subscript of $\rho$ and $N$ in following equations. In a scenario where all the vehicles are in the communication range of each other and use the same parameters, the channel capacity should always satisfy the following condition

$$C \geq \ell \times r \times N \tag{3.1}$$

where $\ell$ is the packet length (in bits) containing the BSM and other piggybacked data.
Since our method uses piggybacking over single-hop beacons and it is orthogonal to the single-hop safety application, it has no control over the rate or range of the transmissions and they are adjusted by the single-hop safety algorithms. However, the message size can be controlled by our method since each packet contains BSM along with some traffic data units (TDUs). The aggregated traffic information of a hop is referred to as the traffic data unit (TDU). The number of TDUs to be included in each packet is determined by our message size control scheme.

According to the IEEE 802.11p standard, the payload size of a packet is limited to 18,336 bits. However, the payload size of a packet, as found from (3.1) for the given channel capacity, is always less than the standard. In consideration of the fact that packet fragmentation should be avoided as it significantly affects the channel load and congestion. Additionally, the packet length as determined from (3.1) is based on the assumption that the full accessible channel capacity can be utilized. As mentioned before, to maximize the IDR in a CSMA/CA broadcast network, the actual channel load should always be less than the channel capacity. Therefore, the actual packet length supported by such networks should be less than the value of \( \ell \). Hence, to avoid channel congestion due to large packets, our message size control scheme uses only a portion of the channel capacity and embeds a certain number of TDUs to each packet.

3.1.1.3 Staleness

As described before, staleness of the state of vehicle \( j \) at vehicle \( i \) at any given time is the elapsed time from the generation time of the latest received message about vehicle \( j \), at vehicle \( i \). Note that when new information about vehicle \( j \) is received, the staleness at that time equals the latency of delivering the message. Staleness in the state continues to increase until the next message from vehicle \( j \) is received. The maximum staleness thus depends on both the source broadcast rate as well as the forwarding latency. This is the staleness value that is reported in our analysis and evaluations. The forwarding algorithm in our protocol ensures that the staleness of the information which is delivered to its point of interest is low, taking into consideration the channel load and network conditions to avoid congestion.

3.1.2 Algorithm Description

3.1.2.1 Message size control scheme

As it was mentioned earlier, our message size control scheme uses only a portion of the channel capacity for TDUs. This portion is defined as the channel capacity utilization ratio and denoted by \( \beta \) \((0 \leq \beta < 1)\), which results in the following packet length:

\[
\ell^* = (1 + \gamma) \times (\ell_{BSM} + m \times \ell_{TDU})
\]  

(3.2)

where \( \gamma \) is the ratio transmission overhead due to the required packetization (i.e., headers, CRC, security, etc.), and \( m \) is the maximum allowed number of TDUs to be embedded in a packet. The value of \( m \) is dynamically recalculated before each beacon and can be found as

\[
m \leq \frac{\beta \times C}{r \times N \times (1 + \gamma) \times \ell_{TDU}}
\]

(3.3)

where \( \ell_{TDU} \) is the length (in bits) of a TDU message.
The content of each TDU is determined based on the requirements the multi-hop safety and efficiency application. For example, in a traffic information application, each TDU consists of Timestamp, Position Information, Traffic Density, Velocity, Lane Density, and Congestion Condition of its corresponding region. However, the only information that is required by our protocol is timestamp and position information of the original region. Although each vehicle can transmit at most $m$ TDUs, it can receive and store much more TDUs to be rebroadcasted. Nevertheless, not every vehicle needs to retransmit every TDU. Even if a vehicle should retransmit a TDU, the retransmission can be performed with a delay, based on the level of tolerance of the application. Therefore, the decision of which TDU and the time it should be retransmitted is extremely important and significantly affects the staleness.

3.1.2.2 Forwarding algorithm

The forwarding algorithm uses two different distance-dependent schemes.

3.1.2.2.1 Inter-hop distance-dependent scheme

Let $d(i, j)$ and $d_{hop}(i, j)$ denote the Euclidian distance and hop distance between vehicles $i$ and $j$, respectively, where the hop distance is calculated as

$$d_{hop}(i, j) = \left\lfloor \frac{d(i, j)}{D(P_{tx})} \right\rfloor$$ (3.4)

As the importance of traffic information in multi-hop broadcast is dependent on how far the recipient is from the source, rebroadcast of every received TDU is unnecessary. The forwarding rate of subsequent hops should progressively decrease as the distance from the source increases. Forwarding rate of $\widehat{R}_h = \frac{1}{h}$ where $h = d_{hop}(i, j)$, is used in our previous distance-sensitive method for vehicles that are $h$-hops away. However, this rate can be adjusted based on time requirements of the applications. Only one condition should always be held, which is expressed as

$$\widehat{R}_1 \geq \widehat{R}_2 \geq \cdots \geq \widehat{R}_h \geq \cdots$$ (3.5)

It has been proved in our previous work that the order of complexity of the forwarding rate per vehicle with the distance-dependent scheme is always smaller than $O(N)$, which is the complexity of forwarding without distance-dependency [137].

3.1.2.2.2 Intra-hop distance-dependent scheme

To describe the significance of the proposed scheme, it is firstly required to determine the effect that next forwarding vehicle inside the single-hop communication range has on staleness. To give an example, in counter-based re-broadcast method, consider a situation in which $k$ vehicles are following each other and they are all in single-hop communication range of each other. Assume the leading vehicle (i.e., vehicle number one) receives a message from the adjacent hop and rebroadcasts it. Upon the reception of the message, all $(k - 1)$ remaining vehicles should decide whether to re-broadcast this message or wait for others to do so. Subsequently, it makes a big difference whether the last vehicle in the row or the vehicle next to the leading vehicle re-broadcasts the message. When the last vehicle relays the message, information is disseminated to a far distance after it, but when the vehicle next to leading vehicle relays the message, this dissemination
only covers a short distance farther than the previous relay. Staleness consequently increases in
the later situation since this rebroadcast suppresses the rebroadcast of other neighboring vehicles.

It can be inferred from the above example that ideally, it is optimal to let the farthest vehicle in
communication range to take the responsibility for next retransmission. However, even if a vehicle
knows other vehicles exist after it in a communication range and suppresses the rebroadcast for
those vehicles to send out the message, they might not even get the message as packet error ratio
(PER) always increases by distance. Hence, the next forwarding vehicle should take into account
not only the distance from the first transmitter but also the probability of successful reception of
the message by further vehicles. The following distance-dependent probabilistic approach is
proposed to achieve both objectives.

Since the network conditions are changing and could be different for each vehicle, vehicles should
individually decide whether to be the next forwarder or not. This decision making happens
probabilistically. Whenever a vehicle receives a message, if the message is received for the first
time, a Bernoulli trial with a predefined success probability, will determine whether the message
should be rebroadcasted or not. For instance, in a uniform probabilistic rebroadcast method, the
success probability is the same for all vehicles. Therefore, each vehicle \( i \), independently conducts
a Bernoulli trial with success probability of \( p_i = \frac{\delta}{N} \) to decide whether to forward a message or not,
where \( N \) is the number of vehicles in a single-hop communication range and \( \delta (1 \leq \delta \leq N) \), which
is preset based on the requirements of multi-hop safety or traffic application, is defined as the
reliability factor of the approach. Taking into account the fact that a higher \( \delta \) means a higher
chance of rebroadcast because more vehicles decide to include the message as the success
probability is equal for all vehicles, \( p_1 = \cdots = p_i = \cdots = p_N = \frac{\delta}{N} \). Thus, higher \( \delta \) leads to increase
of the forwarder ratio and channel load.

Even counter-based rebroadcast method implicitly uses the same uniform probabilistic approach
as each transmitter in CSMA/CA has to pick a back-off counter based on 802.11 standard for MAC
layer. The back-off counter is randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between zero and the
size of contention window; while the number of competing transmitters would be the optimal value
for the size of the contention window. Therefore, a probabilistic method with the correct choice of
the reliability factor is capable of replicating the behavior of counter-based approach, which is a
deterministic method and achieves the same staleness and channel load.

In contrast, in our proposed probabilistic distance-dependent approach the success probability of
Bernoulli trials are not equal for all vehicles. The success probability of a Bernoulli trial in vehicle
\( i \), to determine whether to include the received message from vehicle \( j \), depends on the distance
between two vehicles and the value of PER that has been maintained for that distance. The PER
represents the ratio of the number of missed packets to the total number of packets expected to be
received during every PER interval. The PER is a local measure calculated using the sequence
number contained in each BSM in a receiving vehicle \( i \) for a transmitting vehicle \( j \), and is denoted
by \( PER_i(j) \). Recording the received sequence numbers indicates how many packets were lost over
the measurement interval. To filter the fluctuations, the PER is calculated by a moving average
over a PER window interval, \( (w) \), which is divided into sub-windows, \( (sw) \). Thus, \( = \eta \times sw \),
where \( \eta \) is an integer number greater than one \( (\eta > 1) \). The number of missed packets is
calculated at the end of each sub-window interval. Then, PER is calculated for the last \( \eta \) sub-windows as follows

\[
PER_i(j) = \frac{\text{# of missed packets from } j \text{ in } [sw_{cur-\eta}, sw_{cur}]}{\text{Total # of packets from } j \text{ in } [sw_{cur-\eta}, sw_{cur}]} \tag{3.6}
\]

Therefore, the success probability of Bernoulli trial of embedding the TDU forwarded by vehicle \( j \) in next beacon of vehicle \( i \) is calculated as

\[
\tau_i(j) = \min \left( \frac{ISPF(d(i,j))}{1 - PER_i(j)}, 1 \right) \tag{3.7}
\]

where \( ISPF(d(i,j)) \) is the ideal success probability function of rebroadcast for vehicle \( i \). If the channel condition was not an issue and no packet would get lost, the success probability would have been equal to the output value of \( ISPF \) and could have been calculated only based on the distance of two vehicles as the denominator would always be one. However, in reality due to increase of attenuation and collision, PER increases by distance. Therefore, to compensate for the higher PER which would lower the chance of transmission, the probability of transmission is strengthened. The minimum function assures that the success probability never exceeds one. It can be noted that the Bernoulli trials are not identical due to the success probability of (3.7), though they are still independent. In probability theory this distribution is called Poisson binomial distribution with \( N \) trials.

One possible choice of \( ISPF \) could have been the Bernoulli trials with identical success probability, like the previous example of uniform probabilistic method. However, closer vehicles would have got higher chance of forwarding since the numerator of the fraction in (3.7) would be the same for all vehicles but the denominator would have got smaller as PER increases by distance.

While the behavior of PER completely depends on the network conditions, our protocol defines the \( ISPF \) in a way to compensate the effect of PER to a great extent. As it was mentioned before, it is ideal to let the farthest vehicle in a single-hop communication range to forward the message. Moreover, adequate increase of the numerator of the fraction in (3.7) by distance, can eliminate the negative effect of PER and give farther vehicles higher probability. In our approach, we propose an \( ISPF \), which is defined as

\[
ISPF(d(i,j)) = \frac{1 - \exp \left( \lambda_i \times \frac{d(i,j)}{D(P_{tx})} \right)}{1 - \exp(\lambda_i)}, \quad \lambda_i > 0 \tag{3.8}
\]

where \( \lambda_i \) is the scale parameter that changes adaptively based on the density and average speed of the vehicles in the single-hop communication range of vehicle \( i \). It can be noted that since for all \( \lambda_i > 0, (1 - \exp(\lambda_i)) < 0 \), so the function is monotonically increasing by distance.

As it is shown in [139], distribution of vehicles in a fully connected unidimensional network has an exponential distribution. Consequently, the tail probability of inter-vehicle distance is also exponential, which means the chance of a vehicle existing in farther distances is exponentially
decreasing. As a result, the function in (3.8) is chosen as a normalized exponentially increasing function to compensate the lower probability of vehicle existence in farther distances, with a higher chance of retransmission. In the free-flow traffic, the value of $\lambda_i$ represents the traffic flow (in vehicles per second), while the inter-arrival time is an exponential distribution with parameter $\lambda_i$ and the average speed is independent from the traffic flow and density. Therefore, it can be calculated as $\lambda_i = \bar{v} \times \rho$, where $\bar{v}$ is the average speed of in-range vehicles [139]. However, in a congested and force-flow traffic state, where the average speed starts to decrease due to formation of queues of vehicles and becomes related to the value of density, the above formula is not valid and cannot be used. Because the value of $\lambda_i$ affects the success probability, in such traffic states the value of $\lambda_i$ should be adapted based on the channel load condition and required forwarder ratio which is described in the next section.

3.1.3 Analysis of Algorithm

It is important to determine the amount of forwarder ratio and channel load as it should be limited and comparable. Since piggybacking over beacons is used, there is no independent message forwarding and so no explicit forwarder exists. Hence, the summation of the average number of TDUs per beacon, divided by the number of in-range vehicles implicitly expresses the forwarder ratio. Consequently, channel load means the amount of extra load added to the channel due to attaching of TDUs to BSM packets. Therefore, the average amount of channel load for each vehicle (in bits per second) is determined by the product of average number of TDUs included inside a BSM per beacon, and the size of each TDU ($\ell_{TDU}$). This value shows the amount of communication overhead which is added to the network by our proposed protocol. Considering the fact that the size of TDU is application dependent, fixed, and equal for all vehicles, calculation of the expected value of the number of TDUs per vehicle per beacon determines both forwarder ratio and channel load.

Let $X_j^i(r)$ denote the number of TDUs forwarded by vehicle $j$ in its $r$-th beacon, so $\mathbb{E}_r[X_j^i(r)]$ shows the expected value of number of TDUs per beacon for vehicle $j$. Note that vehicle $j$ is an arbitrary vehicle in the communication range of vehicle $i$. Therefore, $\left(\ell_{TDU} \times \mathbb{E}_r[X_j^i(r)]\right)$ shows the average amount of added load for vehicle $j$. Averaging over all vehicles in the communication range of vehicle $i$, represents the forwarder ratio in that range, which is shown as $\mathbb{E}_j\left[\mathbb{E}_r[X_j^i(r)]\right]$.

For the purpose of comparison, when each vehicle creates its own TDU, this ratio for the probabilistic approach with identical Bernoulli trials is equal to

$$\mathbb{E}_j\left[\mathbb{E}_r[X_j^i(r)]\right]_{\text{uniform prob.}} = \frac{N \times [N \times \delta]}{N} = \delta$$

The higher $\delta$ results in more rebroadcast of the same TDU, which means more reliability but higher channel load, and that is the reason $\delta$ has been called as the reliability factor.

The expected value of number of TDUs per vehicle per beacon in our approach can be found as
\[ \mathbb{E}_j \left[ \mathbb{E}_r [X_j^l(r)] \right]_{N2DCAST} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{ISPF(d(i,j))}{N} = \sum_{j=1}^{N} ISPF(d(i,j)), \forall j \in \text{in range of } i \]  

(3.10)

where \( N \) vehicles exist in a single-hop communication range of \( D(P_{tx}) \). Dividing the communication range into \( N \) bins, \( D(P_{tx})/N \), shows the average space between vehicles. Therefore, the distance of vehicle \( i \) from vehicle \( j \), which is located at the \( k \)-th bin, can be approximated by \( d(i,j) \approx k \times \left( \frac{D(P_{tx})}{N} \right) \). In consequence, the fraction \( \left( \frac{d(i,j)}{D(P_{tx})} \right) \) can be discretized as \( \left( \frac{k}{N} \right) \) and by replacing \( \theta_i = 1 - e^{\lambda_i} \) in Equation (3.8), it can be rewritten as

(3.11)

\[ ISPF(d(i,j)) \approx ISPF(k) = \frac{1 - (1 - \theta_i) \left( \frac{k}{N} \right)}{\theta_i} \]

Therefore, the expected value can be calculated as

\[ \mathbb{E}_j \left[ \mathbb{E}_r [X_j^l(r)] \right]_{N2DCAST} \approx \sum_{k=1}^{N} ISPF(k) = 1 + \frac{N}{\theta_i} + \frac{1}{(1 - \theta_i)^{N-1} - 1} \]  

(3.12)

The left side of Equation (3.12) is equal to the reliability factor of the uniform probabilistic approach if the same forwarder ratio is desired. Therefore, in consideration of any preferred reliability factor, \( 1 \leq \delta \leq N \), the value of \( \theta_i \) can be derived from \( \delta = 1 + \frac{N}{\theta_i} + \frac{1}{(1 - \theta_i)^{N-1} - 1} \). Since this expression does not have a parametric closed form solution for \( \theta_i \), the value of \( \lambda_i = \ln(1 - \theta_i) \) is numerically approximated before each beacon using the Padé approximation, with respect to the current value of \( N \) for vehicle \( i \), and the preset value of \( \delta \).

### 3.2 Formal protocol specification

A formal specification of the proposed protocol is presented in pseudo-code in Figure 3-2 which shows the program that runs at each vehicle in the form of \(< \text{event} \rightarrow \text{action} >\) pairs.
In the proposed method, each vehicle keeps track of all in-range neighboring vehicles through their beacons in a list which is shown by $NV$. New in-range vehicles are added to the list upon the reception of their first beacon. Moreover, based on a pre-defined time interval, if no packets were
received from a specific vehicle in the list, the list is updated to remove that vehicle, as it is considered not in the communication range anymore. Therefore, length of $NV$ shows the number of vehicles in-range, which is earlier denoted by $N$. Furthermore, each vehicle carries a list of all TDU’s which have been received up to now, and is shown by $L$. An old TDU is replaced at reception of a newer one for the same region. The corresponding TDU for each hop along with other related parameters are stored inside each item of $L$. For example, $L_0$ contains the TDU of the communication range of vehicle $i$, and $L_h$ has the latest received information for $h$-hops away from it. The extra stored parameters are the position of the first in-range forwarder $(ff)$ which sent the TDU and the PER which has been maintained for it.

Each vehicle transmits its single-hop BSM beacons every $\frac{1}{r}$ seconds. The maximum number of allowed TDU’s to be added ($m$) and the success probability of inclusion of each TDU based on current density is updated before each transmission. Subsequently, each vehicle creates a forwarding list (i.e. $FL$), based on the value of $m$ and the previously explained probabilistic distance-dependent approach. TDU’s will be added to $FL$ of next beacon if they satisfy all the protocol conditions.

Upon reception of a packet, each vehicle separates the BSM from the TDU’s, and then each TDU is used to update the corresponding record in $L$. If the vehicle has never received any TDU for this hop, a new record will be added to the list, and if not, the existing record will be updated with the recently received TDU only when it has a posterior timestamp.

### 3.3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we use ns-3, which is a powerful network simulator platform and has a comprehensive implementation of V2V communication. In our ns-3 simulations, DSRC specifications are configured for media access control (MAC) and physical (PHY) layers. The MAC layer protocol is CSMA/CA with enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA) at 5.9 GHz frequency band, and the PHY layer is configured based on 802.11p protocol with 10MHz bandwidth and OFDM bit rate of 6Mbps. Other constant parameters are summarized in Table 3-1. In order to focus on the performance of the proposed method, the transmission rate and range are fixed at $r = 10 \text{ Hz}$ and $D(P_{tx}) = 500 \text{ m}$, respectively.
Since communication channel affects the packet reception due to attenuation and packet collision, to study the performance of the algorithm in terms of the communication channel (i.e. PER), two different channel propagation models are used. The first model is Fix-Range propagation, which is an ideal channel with no attenuation up to a predetermined range (500 meters) and 100% attenuation and loss after that. The second channel model is Three-Log propagation with Nakagami fading (ns-3 default values are used for the parameters of this model). The transmission power is set to $10 \text{ dBm}$, to have an equivalent transmission range of 500 meters (defined as the distance at which at least 10% of packets are successfully received).

Two topological scenarios are considered to study the effect of vehicle movements. In the first scenario, vehicles are moving with the constant speed of 20 meters per second and uniformly distributed on the first 7 kilometers of a 10-kilometer highway with 4 lanes. Moreover, two different vehicle densities of 0.04 and 0.2 vehicles per meter are used to analyze the effect of message size control scheme. The second scenario is created by the simulator of urban mobility (SUMO) on the same highway, where the speed of vehicles varies from 19 to 25 meters per second.

Finally, as there is no comparable method in the literature, modified versions of the uniform probabilistic method and counter-based method are used.

The averaged recorded PER in each vehicle versus distance, for the entire simulation time is shown in Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 for two different channel propagation models, Fix-Range propagation, and Three-Log propagation, respectively. PER curves for the counter-based rebroadcast method with the size control scheme are identical to the curves of our method, thus we plotted only one of
them. However, to illustrate the effect of message size control on PER, the curves for a counter-based method with no message size control are plotted.

As it is shown in Figure 3-3, although the communication channel is ideal, still some packets were dropped due to the hidden-node phenomenon [106].

Hidden-node happens when two vehicles, which are not in the communication range of each other, transmit simultaneously to a common destination since the channel was sensed idle in both of them. In this case, a collision happens and both packets get dropped at the intended destination. Since communication range of farther vehicles has less overlap, the chance of collision due to hidden-node is higher for them. Furthermore, higher vehicle density means more hidden node collisions because more vehicles try to utilize the channel.
The success probability of Bernoulli trials versus distance ($p_i(j)$) is shown in Figure 3-5. Considering the PER curve for each scenario from above figures, each vehicle uses its own ISPF to calculate the probability of rebroadcast for each TDU. The curve of ISPF (Equation (3.8)) versus distance with parameter $\lambda_i = 3.8$ is also shown in Figure 3-5. This value is approximated with respect to the reliability factor of $\delta = 10$ and vehicle density of $\rho = 0.04$ vehicles per meter. The success probability of uniform probabilistic method is also shown with the same value of reliability factor and density. As this figure shows, the success probability of rebroadcast does not only depend on ISPF and distance, but also PER and channel conditions. Therefore, the farthest vehicle would not necessarily be the next forwarder as other vehicles may obtain higher probability based on their conditions.

![Figure 3-5- Success probability of rebroadcast versus distance for constant speed and SUMO scenarios, two vehicle densities, and two propagation models. The curve of ISPF (Equation (3.8)) versus distance with parameter $\lambda_i = 3.8$ and uniform probabilistic method with parameter $\delta = 10$ are also shown.](image)

Figure 3-6 shows the average number of TDUs per beacon for each vehicle, in probabilistic, counter-based, and N2DCAST rebroadcast methods when all of them use the message size control scheme. This value is equal to $E_r[X_j^i(r)]$, which is the expected value of number of TDUs per beacon for vehicle $j$. Therefore, the amount of added channel load for each vehicle can be determined where TDU size is 52 Bytes. The results are only shown for constant speed scenarios since the relative distance of the vehicles is fixed during the simulation runtime. While the scattered values for counter-based method show a random behavior along the road, the probabilistic method and N2DCAST change their behaviors based on the network density measured by each vehicle. The density is lower on the edges of the road so there is less congestion in that area and vehicles get a higher chance to transmit. The forwarder ratio of the entire road is also determined by averaging over all vehicles. As this figure shows, having the same road density and reliability factor, the forwarder ratio and channel load of all three methods are close to each other.
Figure 3-7 depicts the staleness results for Fix-Range channel propagation. To make the comparison fair and legitimate, the message size control algorithm and the second layer of our distance-dependent (inter-hop) scheme exist in all of these different methods. The results not only show that our approach outperforms other methods, but also they show that the performance of our method is not affected by vehicle density. Moreover, since the chance of existing vehicles at farther distances is more, the performance is slightly better. Aside from that, these results also imply that by choosing the right value of $\delta$, uniform probabilistic method and counter-based method are equivalent. Furthermore, the significant effect of message size control scheme on staleness is also noticeable in this figure.

The staleness results for Three-Log channel propagation model are shown in Figure 3-8. Each point represents the average value of staleness in all vehicles at that hop.
Figure 3-8- Staleness versus distance for constant speed and SUMO scenarios with Three-Log propagation and vehicle density of $\rho = 0.04$. 
Chapter 4  Situational Awareness and Hazard Detection for Vulnerable Road Users

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimated around five million crashes annually and more than thirty thousand fatalities in the United States in 2011. Despite the noticeable efforts of vehicle manufacturers, Vulnerable Road Users (VRUs) such as pedestrians, people with disabilities, cyclists, motorcyclists, public safety personnel, and road workers still account for a significant portion of accident fatalities [70]. Driver distraction and obstruction invisibility, or VRU unawareness of the severity of imminent danger are among the primary reasons behind these fatalities. Although the number of crash victims has been reduced by almost fifty percent since the 1970s, when safety features in vehicles were gradually improved [87, 140], according to NHTSA, in 2011 traffic crashes caused more than four thousand pedestrian fatalities and resulted in more than seventy-five thousand pedestrian injuries in the United States alone [141]. Moreover, the reports show that around seven hundred cyclists lost their lives and about fifty thousand were injured in traffic crashes. In addition, more than one hundred road workers were killed in the United States during 2011.

On the other hand, preparatory studies show that more than eighty percent of unimpaired traffic accidents are expected to be prevented by safety applications based on V2V communications [87]. The development of V2V safety applications and their standardization has been ongoing for more than a decade, and they are anticipated to be deployed within three years. However, such safety applications are seriously missing for VRUs.

In this chapter, we propose, design, and implement an entire V2P framework which complements and improves our previous prototype in [89]. First, existing literature on VRU safety systems is summarized. We afterward discuss the most common and deadliest crash scenarios, to justify our design approach. Subsequently, the proposed V2P framework is described. The VRU safety module is then explained in detail, including target classification and collision detection algorithms. Furthermore, we propose and evaluate a mitigating solution for congestion and power consumption issues in these systems. The results of our outdoor test scenario for the implemented framework are then presented, for which a Qualcomm DSRC-enabled smartphone and a Hyundai-
Kia DSRC-equipped vehicle are used (Figure 4-1). Finally, we provide our conclusions and future plans.

Figure 4-1- Our cooperative VRU safety system

### 4.1 Pedestrian Crash Scenarios

While vehicle to VRU accidents could happen almost anywhere, NHTSA reports the following as the most common and injury-prone crash scenarios [82]:

1. Pedestrian crossing the road in front of straight going vehicle (Figure 4-2-a).
2. Pedestrian crossing the road in front of right-turning vehicle at the intersection (Figure 4-2-b).
3. Pedestrian crossing the road in front of left-turning vehicle at the intersection (Figure 4-2-c).
4. Pedestrian walking beside the road and vehicle going straight (Figure 4-2-d).
Although these four scenarios account for only 46% of all crashes, they are reported for 98% of fatalities, injuries, and monetary damages of all pedestrian crashes. Therefore, the focus of our VRU cooperative safety module stems from these four scenarios. Based on the NHTSA report, 78% of accidents happen when pedestrians are crossing improperly, running onto the road, or being distracted. On the vehicle side, 87% of accidents happen when vehicles are going straight or turning left or right [70].

The most common crash scenario is the first one in which a crossing pedestrian is hit by a straight going vehicle. The second and third scenarios are typical turning accidents at intersections. Although turning accidents consist of the complicated vehicle and pedestrian maneuvers, the injuries are generally less intense. Finally, the fourth scenario, which is a fatal case, involves fast and unforeseeable maneuvers in which pedestrians are walking along the street without even intersecting the path of vehicles.

### 4.2 Proposed V2P framework

As aforementioned, obstructed VRUs cannot be timely detected by sensors such as radars and cameras. Therefore, communication-based cooperative methods with omnidirectional and extended situational awareness range should be employed to address such hazardous scenarios.

Our proposed V2P framework is shown in Figure 4-3, in which the vehicle and VRU are assumed to be equipped with a wireless safety unit (WSU) and a DSRC-enabled smartphone, respectively. The WSU is connected to the controller area network bus (CAN bus) and a GPS receiver. The CAN bus continuously provides the WSU with all sensory data collected by local sensors, such as the odometer, accelerometer, brake status, turn signals, and radar, which express the current state.
of the vehicle. The GPS receiver periodically feeds the location information into the WSU and might also support offline Geographical Information System (GIS) maps, like Google maps, which can help identifying static structures and road geometries. Moreover, both the WSU and the smartphone contain a DSRC communication module, which is capable of communicating SAE J2735 messages, such as basic safety messages (BSMs) and personal safety messages (PSMs). Subsequently, all of this information is fed into a situational awareness subsystem to create the extended real-time map of the surrounding environment.

The situational awareness subsystem consists of three components: map-update module, surroundings real-time map, and tracking module. The map-update module is in charge of refreshing the real-time map with the latest received information from sensors, GPS, and DSRC communication module. Thus, the real-time map database keeps records of its surrounding environment, such as all neighboring vehicles, VRUs, and other detected objects. Every map record consists of the latest available information about a particular neighboring entity, such as its position information, speed, the size of the vehicle, or type of VRU. The map is created and updated based on the latest self-position as the origin and the latest heading direction as the x-axis of its coordinate system. In order to formulate this coordinate system, the GPS information, which is in the World Geodetic System 1984 format (WGS 84), is converted into the Earth-Centered, Earth-Fixed format (ECEF). The ECEF format is then transformed into East-North-Up (ENU) coordinates. The ENU coordinates are finally rotated toward the latest heading direction. Additionally, the tracking module utilizes the previous and current map records to construct the path history points and path prediction points for all map elements. This information is then used by safety subsystems to identify pre-crash scenarios. Furthermore, the situational awareness
subsystem is responsible for delivering the latest information to the communication module to be broadcast to other vehicles and VRUs.

On the vehicle-side, the VRU safety subsystem utilizes the results of the situational awareness subsystem to determine possible hazardous situations and generate appropriate notifications and well-timed signals. This subsystem consists of VRU discrimination component, VRU classification component, and VRU collision detection module. The VRU discrimination component distinguishes between different types of VRUs, as specific VRUs may require different classification or collision detection approaches. This requirement is also considered in PSM that has a field for device user type, which describes the type of non-vehicular road user whose condition information is being transmitted. These types have been exemplified in SAE J2735 as pedestrians, pedal cyclists, public safety workers, and animals. Nevertheless, this information might be unavailable explicitly, especially when the device is a smartphone since they can be carried by pedestrians, cyclists, road workers, and even vehicle passengers. Therefore, whenever the field is blank, both the smartphone and the counterpart vehicle should detect and identify the VRU type to the greatest extent.

Although numerous PSM fields could be helpful in various situations, the most informative candidates are velocity, four-way acceleration set, path history, and path prediction. Velocity could help to differentiate between pedestrians, pedal cyclists, and motorcyclists. It can also speculate the age, disability, and impairment of pedestrians. Four-way acceleration set, which is the set of lateral, longitudinal, and vertical accelerations along with yaw rate could also be used to discriminate between pedestrians and motorized road users. Path history and path prediction of a VRU could determine whether the VRU is crossing the road or staying within the boundaries of the road, which not only can separate riders from pedestrians but also public safety and road workers from other pedestrians. After the VRU type has been determined, the smartphone can include it in the PSM, and the vehicle VRU discrimination component can feed it into the VRU classification component.

The VRU classification component executes a target classification algorithm to label safe, risk, or danger zones based on current vehicle dynamics (Figure 4-4). This information is then used by the collision detection module to generate prompt warnings or activate collision avoidance actuators. The warnings are then interpreted by the human-machine interface (HMI) and could be in the form of visual, auditory, or haptic alarms. The collision avoidance signals trigger evasive mechanisms such as automatic emergency braking (AEB) or crash imminent braking (CIB). The details of our proposed algorithm for VRU classification and collision detection module is provided in next subsection.
The safety subsystem of the smartphone is designed conceptually similar to VRU safety subsystem of the vehicle, except that it does not require the discrimination component, has different HMI capabilities, and runs a slightly modified detection algorithm. In addition, smartphone-side contains two extra modules, namely congestion control and power consumption control. The congestion control module mitigates the communication load of DSRC network in crowded and dense areas, and the power consumption control module optimizes battery usage by minimizing the overall safety system duty cycle.

### 4.2.1 Target Classification and Collision Detection Algorithms

We design the target classification and collision detection algorithms to separate and alert the vehicles or VRUs based on their current movement patterns if they might encounter an accident. The classification, detection, and alerting should be prompt enough to prevent crashes while counting for the driver reaction delay. However, too early alarms may be false positive and breed mistrust toward the whole system.

Taking into consideration the kinematic constraints of vehicles and hazardous areas around them, we define different zones based on the severity of possible crashes in our target classification algorithm. Figure 4-4 illustrates these zones conceptually, in which the width of each zone is equal to lane width, and the length of it at each moment is dependent on the speed and acceleration of the vehicle. The target classification algorithm has the responsibility of assigning the corresponding zone labels and updating them periodically.

The unavoidable crash zone is the zone inside which the accident is inevitable, even with the most immediate harshest possible brake. The minimum time-to-stop ($TTS_{min}$) is defined as the time it
takes to stop the vehicle with maximum braking deceleration ($d_{\text{max}}$), based on current speed ($v_{\text{cur}}$), current acceleration ($a_{\text{cur}}$), and driver reaction delay ($T_{\text{DRD}}$).

$$TTS_{\text{min}} = -\frac{v_{\text{brk}}}{d_{\text{max}}} + T_{\text{DRD}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $v_{\text{brk}}$ is the speed of vehicle after driver reaction delay and equals to $v_{\text{brk}} = a_{\text{cur}} \times T_{\text{DRD}} + v_{\text{cur}}$. The corresponding travelled distance, which is defined as the minimum distance-to-stop ($DTS_{\text{min}}$), determines the length of unavoidable crash zone an can be calculated as

$$DTS_{\text{min}} = D_{\text{DRD}} + \left(-\frac{v_{\text{brk}}^2}{2 \times d_{\text{max}}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

where $D_{\text{DRD}}$ is the traveled distance during driver reaction delay

$$D_{\text{DRD}} = \frac{1}{2} \times a_{\text{cur}} \times T_{\text{DRD}}^2 + v_{\text{cur}} \times T_{\text{DRD}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Coming after is the danger zone, in which a certain forthcoming accident is avoidable if a prompt warning is generated for the driver. Such warning is known as an imminent warning and could be followed up by AEB or CIB signal to prevent the crash. The length of danger zone is specified by the distance traveled during $T_{\text{lw}} = TTS_{\text{min}} + T_{\text{guard}}$, which is denoted by the guard distance-to-stop ($DTS_{\text{guard}}$). $T_{\text{guard}}$ determines how soon the first imminent warning should be generated after a crash is detected, assuming that the driver reaction delay is already considered in $TTS_{\text{min}}$. Therefore, the level of conservatism of method can be adjusted by $T_{\text{guard}}$, considering that there is always a trade-off between the level of conservatism and too early disruptive false alarms.

In spite of this trade-off, the driver should still be informed and advised about a probable accident to react moderately with peace of mind, which results in a smoother braking behavior and more comfortable ride. Accordingly, the region for which the driver should only be advised about the possibility of an accident by an advisory warning is called the risk zone. Therefore, the length of the risk zone is dependent on the time it takes for the vehicle to stop with a moderate braking deceleration ($d_{\text{mod}}$), considering driver reaction delay and current vehicle velocity and acceleration. This duration is denoted by $T_{\text{aw}} = T_{\text{lw}} + T_{\text{mod}}$, in which $T_{\text{mod}}$ is added for the sake of gentle braking. The corresponding travelled distance is defined as the moderate distance-to-stop ($DTS_{\text{mod}}$), which explains the length of risk zone. The regions beyond these zones are considered as safe.

The dimensions of each zone should be recalculated frequently. Each VRU is afterward classified in either safe, risk, or danger zone based on its estimated relative lateral and longitudinal positions provided by tracking module. Subsequently, advisory or imminent warnings are then generated for them by collision detection algorithm. The lateral and longitudinal distances are denoted by $D_{\text{lat}}$ and $D_{\text{lon}}$ and computed based on the projection of VRU position on the path of the vehicle. The distance between the VRU and projected point is $D_{\text{lat}}$ and the distance between the projected point and vehicle is $D_{\text{lon}}$. As it is shown in Figure 4-4-a, since in straight roads the vehicle heading is in the same direction with its path, the $D_{\text{lat}}$ and $D_{\text{lon}}$ are equal to $Y_{\text{VRU}}$ and $X_{\text{VRU}}$, respectively. On the other hand, for curved paths, such as curved roads or turning maneuvers, the heading is
tangent to the curve of vehicle path as it is shown in Figure 4-4-b. The radius of this curvature \( R \) is derived by \( R = \frac{\psi}{v} \), where \( \psi \) and \( v \) are yaw rate and velocity, respectively. The intercept of predicted path of VRU and the curve of vehicle path is afterwards used to calculate the lateral and longitudinal distances.

4.2.2 Congestion Control and Power Consumption Control Mechanisms

Although the effect of congestion and power consumption issues is not visible in proof-of-concept and prototypes of V2P systems, these two issues along with smartphone positioning inaccuracy are the main challenges in front of realizing a large-scale ubiquitous V2P safety system.

Congestion, which is also investigated in V2V safety systems as the scalability problem, happens when multitudinous communication devices concurrently utilize the wireless channel in the range of each other. As a result, the channel throughput drops drastically, if the rate and range of transmissions by these devices are not properly controlled. Although V2V congestion control has been extensively investigated in the literature, such solutions may not be completely applicable to V2P systems due to the unforeseeable and fast movement patterns of pedestrians. Furthermore, the level of pedestrian density in a specific area could be higher by orders of magnitude in comparison with vehicles.

Power consumption, which primarily happens due to the high battery usage rate of GPS receivers and communication radios, is an exclusive issue of smartphones. Therefore, power consumption control mechanisms are required to optimize battery usage for V2P systems.

In our power consumption control approach, we first leverage the context awareness capability of smartphones to minimize the active duty cycle of the GPS receiver. Therefore, based on the currently available context information the GPS receiver is turned on or off. Whenever the device is in any of the following conditions the GPS should be turned off:

- Stationary (no Gyro variations)
- Indoor (inside building area or no GPS signal)
- Inside vehicle (moves as fast as the vehicle)
- Hiking trails, parks, and areas with no nearby vehicles

The change of these conditions is also detectable by smartphones. Moreover, the communication radios should also be turned off in these conditions, which also helps the congestion problem. Furthermore, the GPS duty cycle could be adjusted based on the required position update rate, which is controlled by our congestion control.

Our congestion control approach adaptively adjusts the transmission rate not only based on the explained context awareness scheme but also considering the surrounding conditions such as existence and distance of an approaching vehicle. Therefore, whenever the above-mentioned context conditions are not met, the smartphone should always listen to the channel and receive BSMs from vehicles. Furthermore, it should start the frequent transmission of its state information.
if an approaching vehicle is detected. Additionally, transmission range should also be controlled with the same criteria. For example, the VRU may reduce its transmission range if it senses many VRUs and few vehicles in its surroundings in order to form clusters and mitigate congestion. Since the location estimation of faster VRUs is more error-prone, the faster VRUs should transmit with a higher rate and range. For instance, a cyclist should transmit its position information farther and more frequent in comparison with a pedestrian. However, exceptions should be made for specific users at higher risk such as public safety and road workers. An evaluation of the proposed congestion mitigation method using ns-3 is presented as a part of the following section.

### 4.3 Outdoor Test and Evaluation

In this section, we implemented and evaluated the proposed V2P framework with a DSRC-equipped Hyundai-Kia Sonata and a smartphone which had been DSRC-enabled by Qualcomm (Figure 4-1). Due to occupational safety considerations, in all of our tests, the smartphone was placed on top of a tripod with LOS of vehicle to resemble a stationary pedestrian, except the proof-of-concept demonstration (Figure 4-5), which was performed with a real moving pedestrian and a slow speed vehicle (30 km/h). The tests were conducted in a small parking lot with square size of approximately $500 \times 100 \text{ m}^2$, in West Virginia University campus. The fastest scenario was around 70 km/h, which gave the safety system around 10 seconds of travel time at 200 meters of distance. This travel time was sufficient for generation of both advisory and imminent warnings (Figure 4-5). Different vehicle speeds were tested to study path prediction and position estimation.

In these tests, the transmission power was set to 10 dBm and 20 dBm for smartphone and WSU, respectively. These power values give roughly 500 meters of two-way situational awareness range. The driver reaction time was set to $T_{DRD} = 2.5 \text{s}$ and the maximum braking deceleration $d_{max} = -5.308 - 0.086 \times v_{brk}$ [142]. Moreover, the other two parameters of the application are set as follows $T_{guard} = 1 \text{s}$ and $T_{mod} = 2 \text{s}$.
Figure 4-6 illustrates the relative path of the smartphone from vehicle’s real-time map perspective in a straight going vehicle scenario. Since the ENU coordinate system of the vehicle is always originated at the center of the vehicle, even though the smartphone is stationary, the vehicle observes it as if it is moving in the reverse direction. Different colors are used to draw the location of a smartphone, whenever it is classified inside one of the aforementioned zones.
The same scenario from the smartphone point of view is also shown in Figure 4-7. Similarly, whenever the smartphone detects itself inside one of the zones in front of the vehicle, it shows the location of the vehicle with the color of that zone.

The corresponding distance-to-stop of each zone along with the longitudinal distance of vehicle and smartphone for the whole scenario duration is depicted in Figure 4-8. The advisory and imminent warning generations are initiated whenever the $D_{lon} < DTS_{mod}$ and $D_{lon} < DTS_{guard}$ conditions are met for the first time, respectively.
Equivalent figures for the curved road scenario are shown in Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, and Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-8- Corresponding distance-to-stop of each zone along with the longitudinal distance of vehicle and smartphone.

Figure 4-9- Relative path of the smartphone from the vehicle perspective.
Since distance-to-stop is a function of current speed and acceleration, its values are changing in a decreasing manner as the vehicle brakes to stop by the smartphone in the curved road scenario in Figure 4-11.

Furthermore, we use ns-3, which is a multipurpose full-stack network simulator, to evaluate the performance of our congestion mitigation mechanism. The ns-3 includes a comprehensive implementation of DSRC standards. In our simulations, the PHY layer is configured based on 802.11p protocol with 10MHz bandwidth and OFDM bit rate of 6Mbps. Other constant parameters are summarized in Table 4-1. In order to study the performance of the proposed context awareness mechanism, the transmission rate and range are fixed at 10 Hz and 500 meters, respectively. In the
designed congestion scenario, 400 pedestrians are randomly distributed on both sides of a 1200 meters unsignalized straight road and moving across the sidewalks, while 4 vehicles drive from one end to the other.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. Pedestrians</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>AIFSN</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Vehicles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Contention Window</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Rate</td>
<td>10 Hz (Fixed)</td>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>50 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>500 meters</td>
<td>Transmission Power</td>
<td>15 dBm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The scenarios with and without congestion control are compared in terms of Packet Error Ratio (PER) in Figure 4-12. Note that the recorded PER versus distance is averaged for each device, smartphones, and vehicles, over the entire simulation time.

Channel Busy Percentage (CBP) is also recorded in each device during the simulation time. The averaged CBP versus time for both scenarios is shown in Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-13- Averaged CBP versus time for with and without congestion control scenarios.
Chapter 5  Situational Awareness Enhancement with Learning-based Driver Behavior Modeling

Each maneuver of a vehicle is an immediate and direct consequence of its driver’s intention. The realization of this intention happens using a specific set of mechanisms, such as steering wheel, pedals, and handles. The utilization of these tools can be directly measured through time-varying patterns of vehicle dynamic parameters such as steering wheel angle, throttle, brake pedal position, lateral position, longitudinal position, velocity, acceleration, heading, yaw rate, and signaling status. However, it is not possible to deterministically assign a maneuver to a specific pattern of these parameters as different maneuvers may have partially similar sections. Therefore, a comprehensive approach is required to discriminate different driving maneuvers based on measured patterns of their parameters.

Among unexpected vehicle maneuvers, a unsignaled lane change is one of the most dangerous scenarios. Between lane change scenarios, cut-out maneuvers to an empty lane are generally safe and can be compensated without any risk. For example, in a CACC platoon, the vehicle behind the leaving vehicle only needs to catch up with its new leader to fill the cut-out gap and the same behavior will then propagate through the rest of the platoon. In contrast, cut-in maneuvers require a more precise tracking and observation as they increase the risk of accidents. Thus, it is well-desired to predict cut-in intention of the driver beforehand to prevent threatening situations.

We specifically concentrate on cut-in maneuvers for CACC platoons, as a vehicle in a stable CACC platoon has to hard brake when another vehicle cuts into the platoon just in front of it. This maneuver can lead to platoon deformation and even chain crash. Therefore, anticipating the cut-in maneuver of the neighboring vehicle and predicting the new future behavior should be an inseparable part of CACC and platooning system design.

Leveraging actual and accurate information of neighboring vehicles through VANETs, by which vehicles communicate their parameters periodically, we can predict driver behavior of a cut-in suspicious vehicle in the adjacent lane. Note that, although the provided dynamics of the adjacent vehicles via communication are noise-free compared to local sensory data, the tradeoff is the
freshness of such information which is affected by communication latency and packet loss. Therefore, the accuracy of the driver behavior model heavily relies on the network conditions.

We use time series based approaches for our driver behavior modeling and trajectory prediction. A combination of nonlinear autoregressive (NAR), nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX), and recurrent neural networks (RNN) are then trained and used to this end. The outcome of the prediction model is then mapped to an unsafe lane change probability function which is used by a stochastic model predictive controller (Stochastic-MPC) to achieve three primary objectives. First, the controller in each vehicle should minimize the spacing error between the vehicle and the immediate ahead vehicle, while keeping their velocity difference as close as possible to zero. Concurrently, it must respond appropriately to a cut-in maneuver.

5.1 System Descriptions

In our framework, the vehicle inside the platoon, which directly affected by the cut-in suspicious vehicle, is referred to as the host vehicle. The immediate vehicle in front of the host vehicle is known as the preceding vehicle, and the first vehicle of the platoon is the leading vehicle or leader. The dangerous area in front of the host vehicle is referred to as bad-set. Although, detection of cut-in by the vehicle itself is beneficial to some applications such as lane keep assist system (LKAS) and blind spot warning (BSW), CACC and platooning need the lane change maneuver to be detected remotely by the host vehicle. Therefore, for the CACC platoons, the behavior of the cut-in vehicle will be predicted and modeled by the host vehicle and not by itself. The remote lane change detection is required because the host vehicle should react in a timely manner to avoid hazardous situations. V2V communication periodically provides the parameters of the cut-in vehicle through basic safety messages (BSM).

In our model, we assume that the host vehicle, which is in a stable condition in the platoon, periodically receives the BSMs of its surrounding vehicles and continuously traces them prior to any probable cut-in maneuver. From BSM part one of the SAE J2735 standard, we utilize the following parameters for our behavior modeling: Latitude, Longitude, Elevation, Speed, Heading, Steering Wheel Angle, 4-Way Acceleration Set, and Vehicle Size. The latitude, longitude, and elevation represent the location of the center of the vehicle in the WGS-84 coordinate system. The 4-way acceleration set consists of acceleration values in 3 orthogonal directions plus yaw rate, which are calculated based on the assumption that the front of the vehicle is the positive longitudinal axis, the right side of it is the positive lateral axis and clockwise rotation as the positive yaw rate.

In CACC platooning, a safe longitudinal gap must be continuously kept between each two consecutive vehicles. The deviation from the safe gap, which is known as a spacing error, should remain as small as possible to reduce the risk of collision and take advantage of platoon formation, such as lower fuel consumption and higher traffic throughput. As mentioned, bad-set is the dangerous area in front of the vehicle in which the safe gap is violated. In other words, bad-set is a rectangle aligned with the road surface in front of the host vehicle, while its longitudinal dimension depends on the platoon speed and is equal to the desired longitudinal safe gap and its lateral dimension is the lane width. Bad-set longitudinal and lateral dimensions are denoted by $L_{bs}$ and $W_{bs}$, respectively. The front bumper of the host vehicle is always located at the center of the bad-set rear lateral edge (Figure 5-1).
The goal of the behavior modeling component is to track and predict the trajectory of all of the vehicles in the adjacent lanes of the host vehicle. The model should not only predict the immediate kinematics of the vehicles but also the complete high-level driving maneuvers. Therefore, the position of neighboring vehicles should be predicted for multiple steps based on their current and previous communicated information. The number of required prediction steps is determined by the duration of a complete high-level maneuver and denoted by $S_m$. This multi-step prediction is then used to determine the probability of unsafe lane change which is passed to the Stochastic-MPC for better estimation of required spacing gap between two vehicles.

### 5.1.1 Problem Statement of Lane Change Maneuver

Each lane change maneuver consists of four separate phases: Intention phase, Preparation phase, Transition phase, and the Completion phase. The driver who finds enough gap between two vehicles and decides to change its lane is in the intention phase. The intention phase does not have any physical action and the driver only evaluates the possibility of the lane change and assesses the risks of the lane change [143]. The evaluation is subjective and heavily depends on the benefits of this lane change for the driver, his estimation of the behavior of adjacent lane vehicles, the driving habits of the driver, and the prediction of required acceleration and speed for a safe lane change [144]. The preparation phase commences whenever the driver decides to perform the lane change. This phase consists of the adjustment of the vehicle in its current lane to leave enough gap for the lateral movement of next phase. The physical action of the driver in the preparation phase is longitudinal acceleration or deceleration. In the next phase, after the preparation phase adjustments, the lateral acceleration and movement of the vehicle begin to shift into the targeted adjacent lane. The transition phase starts by noticeable lateral acceleration and continues by a lateral deceleration when the vehicle has reached the intended lane. The lateral acceleration and lateral speed are bounded by the comfortable lateral acceleration threshold and the maximum tolerable lateral speed, respectively [145]. To safeguard a smooth transition of the vehicle between lanes, the longitudinal acceleration is bounded by $-0.8g$ and $2g$. The last phase is the completion phase in which the vehicle adjusts its position and speed to stay at the center of the lane and uphold a safe gap from its front and behind vehicle. Therefore, our model is designed to not only predict the immediate kinematics of the vehicles in the transition phase but also the complete driving maneuvers from beginning to end.
Received BSMs from surrounding vehicles are used to convert their coordinates to a rotated East-North-Up (ENU) coordinate system with respect to the position and heading of the host vehicle. The x and y coordinates show the relative longitudinal and lateral positions of each neighboring, respectively. The trajectory of each remote vehicle is then modeled as a time series, in which the sequence of received position information from BSMs is considered as the time dependent variable set. In our model, we separate the learning of lateral and longitudinal trajectories of cut-in suspicious vehicle as they are influenced by different control inputs. Moreover, the significant part of longitudinal behavior is performed in the preparation phase prior to start of lateral movement.

By definition, a time series is a sequence of data ordered in time. It is implicitly assumed that the future value of a time series is related to its past and current values. Therefore, prediction methods are used to estimate the future value of the time series based on its observed values. If the undiscovered underlying system that generates a time series is deterministic, prediction models can determine the unknown system equations and estimate the future state of the system. On the other hand, if the underlying system is stochastic, prediction models will characterize the probability distribution function (pdf) of the underlying stochastic system and can approximate the future state based on it. Many linear models such as autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA), and autoregressive exogenous (ARX) have been vastly used for time series prediction; however, they fail to capture the behavior of nonlinear systems. Lane change maneuver which involves a stretch of different driving decisions is an example of such nonlinear models. Therefore, nonlinear time series prediction models are needed to characterize such systems. Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are one of the most famous prediction tools for description and prediction of nonlinear systems and it has been shown that neural networks with hidden units can principally predict any well-behaved function [146]. In this work, we used nonlinear autoregressive (NAR), nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX) and recurrent neural networks (RNN) toward driver behavior and lane change prediction.

5.2 Neural Networks for Driver Behavior Modeling

As mentioned, ANNs can characterize and learn nonlinear relationships and patterns between inputs signals and outputs. In the case of time series, in order to handle the dependency of the prediction to a finite set of past values and time varying nature of the input signals, neural network topologies need to be equipped with a short-term memory mechanism which is called the feedback delay. In this work, we use three different types of ANNs with feedback delays, namely NAR, NARX, and RNN.

NAR is a neural network with feedback delay that can be trained and used to predict a time series only from its past values and does not rely on any external inputs. We use NAR model to predict the pattern of input signals to the system, based on the driver behavior. Therefore, the driver behavior model is captured through NARs from the input signals to the vehicle system, which are steering wheel angle, heading, speed, and longitudinal acceleration.

If an exogenous time series that affects the outcome of this time series is available as an external input, another nonlinear model should be used. NARX is a neural network with feedback delay that can be trained and used to predict a time series from its past values and an exogenous one. We use NARX model to predict the longitudinal trajectory of the vehicle during the lane change using some of the previously estimated sequences of input signals as the exogenous input. Therefore, the
longitudinal motion of the vehicle is modeled using the predicted values of heading, speed, and longitudinal acceleration as external input signals to the system.

Finally, an RNN is adopted to model the lateral trajectory of the vehicle based on the predicted input signals. RNNs are similar to feedforward neural networks, except that each layer has a recurrent feedback delay connection linked to it. These recurrent connections allow the RNN to have an infinite dynamic response to input data of time series, which is different from NARX and NAR as they have finite input responses. The infinite dynamic response creates an internal state for the RNN which allows it to manifest dynamic temporal behavior. Therefore, RNNs can use their internal memory to process arbitrary sequences of inputs. The input signals to our lateral position prediction RNN are steering wheel angle and heading. Using the internal memory, the RNN can distinguish between different maneuvers with partially similar input signals. For example, a steering due to the road curvature might look similar to the one for lane change maneuver, but the RNN learns to distinguish between these two maneuvers by looking at other input signals.

All of the ANN models are batch trained and the training phase is offline. The low computational cost of batch training and insufficiently accessible data for online training are the main reasons for this choice. The details of the training and performance results will be discussed in the evaluation section.

5.3 CACC Controller Design

Considering a CACC platoon of \( n \) vehicles, the spacing error of the \( i \)-th following vehicle is defined as [147]

\[
\delta_i = x_{i-1} - x_i - h v_i - L_i - d_0 \tag{5.1}
\]

for all \( i \in \{1, 2, ..., n\} \), where \( x_i \) and \( v_i \) are longitudinal position and velocity of the \( i \)-th following vehicle and \( x_0 \) stands for the longitudinal position of the lead vehicle; \( h \) is the time gap, \( L_i \) is the length of the vehicle and \( d_0 \) is the minimum desired distance between each vehicle and its preceding vehicle in the platoon. Then, the dynamics of the \( i \)-th following vehicle is modeled as follows

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\delta}_i &= v_{i-1} - v_i - h \dot{v}_i \\
\Delta \dot{v}_i &= a_{i-1} - a_i \\
\dot{a}_i &= f_i(a_i, v_i) + g_i(v_i)c_i
\end{align*}
\tag{5.2}
\]

where the control input \( c_i \) represents the throttle of engine for \( c_i > 0 \) and the brake input for \( c_i < 0 \), \( a_i \) is the acceleration of the \( i \)-th vehicle, and \( f_i \) and \( g_i \) are nonlinear functions which represent the longitudinal dynamics of the vehicle. After selection of the proper control law for \( c_i \) to achieve feedback linearization, the third equation in (5.2) can be rewritten as

\[
\dot{a}_i(t) = -\frac{a_i(t)}{\zeta_i} + \frac{u_i(t)}{\zeta_i} \tag{5.3}
\]

where \( u_i \) is an input signal which will be designed using a model predictive controller (MPC). However, due to the communication delay the acceleration value of preceding vehicle reaches the
host vehicle with a delay. Denoting the communicated acceleration of \( i \)-th vehicle at receivers by \( \ddot{a}_i(t) \), the state space equation for a vehicle in a CACC system is derived as follows

\[
\dot{x}_i(t) = A_i x_i(t) + B_i u_i(t) + G_i \ddot{a}_{i-1}(t) \tag{5.4}
\]

with state vector of

\[
x_i = [\delta_i \ \Delta v_i \ a_i]^T \tag{5.5}
\]

and

\[
A_i = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & -h \\
0 & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & -\frac{1}{\zeta_i}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad B_i = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1 \\
\zeta_i
\end{bmatrix}, \quad G_i = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
1 \\
0
\end{bmatrix} \tag{5.6}
\]

### 5.3.1 Model Predictive Controller for CACC

An MPC is designed for the system presented in (5.4) to achieve three primary objectives. The controller should compute the input signal \( u_i \) to minimize the spacing error while keeping the velocity as close as possible to the velocity of preceding vehicle. Concurrently, it must respond appropriately to a cut-in maneuver. In order to obtain an optimal control problem, the continuous time dynamics of the system is discretized using the Euler forward method with a time step \( T_s \):

\[
x_i[k + 1] = A_i^k x_i[k] + B_i^k u_i[k] + G_i^k \ddot{a}_{i-1}[k] \tag{5.7}
\]

where

\[
A_i^k = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & T_s & -h T_s \\
0 & 1 & -T_s \\
0 & 0 & 1 - \frac{T_s}{\zeta_i}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad B_i^k = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
T_s \\
0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad G_i^k = \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
T_s \\
0
\end{bmatrix} \tag{5.8}
\]

Then the cost function of the optimization problem with a control horizon \( N \) is defined based on the primary objectives of the controller

\[
J[k] = \sum_{n=1}^{N} c_\delta \delta_i^2[k + n] + c_v \Delta v^2[k + n] + c_u \Delta u^2[k + n] \tag{5.9}
\]

with \( c_\delta \), \( c_v \), and \( c_u \) are weighting coefficient reflecting the relative importance of each term and

\[
\Delta u[k + n] = u[k + n] - u[k + n - 1] \tag{5.10}
\]

which is an extra term added to the cost function to prevent a large variation of the input signal to the CACC system since having a smooth input signal is interpreted as a comfort ride. Then the output of the controller at each time step is the solution to the following optimization problem:
\[ \begin{align*}
\min_{u} & \quad J[k] \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad u_{\min} \leq u[k + n] \leq u_{\max} \\
& \quad v_{\min} \leq v[k + n] \leq v_{\max}
\end{align*} \tag{5.11} \]

The driver behavior model from the previous section, which predicts the future lateral and longitudinal acceleration of all neighboring vehicles, is then used to solve the optimization problem. The model updates the input signals as soon as it receives a new BSM from the leading vehicle.

### 5.3.2 MPC with Lane Change Prediction

The MPC proposed above maximizes the throughput of a CACC platoon. However, in real traffic scenarios a vehicle might cut-in and enter the platoon unexpectedly so the host vehicle in the platoon must decelerate to a safe gap. Therefore, the controller should respond to a cut-in scenario.

The prediction performance of the ANNs is used to determine the confidence level of each future step prediction. The 90-percentile confidence interval of lateral and longitudinal positions is used for the cut-in probability calculation, which means that with 90 percent probability the predicted point is within this interval for each step. These intervals for each step are then used to calculate the probability of a suspicious vehicle entering the bad-set of the host vehicle in the CACC platoon. Considering both longitudinal and lateral confidence intervals, a rectangle around the predicted point shows the area in which the actual vehicle will be in the future. The most overlapping area of the set of confidence rectangles with bad-set divided by the area of that confidence rectangle and multiplied by the 90% confidence, shows the probability of having the cut-in vehicle in the bad-set of the host vehicle. Having this probability, we can redefine the spacing error as follows

\[ \delta_i = \frac{1}{2 - e^{-\alpha P_{dc}}} (x_{i-1} - x_i) - h v_i - L_i - d_0 \tag{5.12} \]

where \( P_{dc} \) is the probability of the cut-in suspicious vehicle being in the bad-set of the host vehicle, and \( \alpha \) is a constant control parameter which adjusts the reaction sensitivity of the MPC to a specific cut-in maneuver. When the probability of the predicted lane change is one, the controller doubles the distance to its current preceding vehicle by halving its distance in the spacing error equation. Consequently, the cut-in vehicle has enough room to enter the CACC platoon. On the other hand, when the probability is zero, which means that the suspicious vehicle is not going to cut-in or has safe distance from the host vehicle for its maneuver, the denominator of (5.12) becomes one and the host vehicle keeps the normal safe distance \( h v_i + d_0 \) to its preceding vehicle. Figure 5-2 shows the effect of different values of the control parameter \( \alpha \) on spacing error coefficient.
To evaluate the performance of our method, we extracted 90 lane change maneuvers from the BSMs generated by participating vehicles in the Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD) in Ann Arbor, Michigan [148]. We first present the ANN training and testing process and performance, followed by the MPC results.

5.4 Performance evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our method, we extracted 90 lane change maneuvers from the BSMs generated by participating vehicles in the Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD) in Ann Arbor, Michigan [148]. We first present the ANN training and testing process and performance, followed by the MPC results.

5.4.1 Training, Testing, and Performance of ANNs

The first phase of our neural networks training process is preprocessing and preparation. In order to use the full capability of neural networks, and since the activation function of each neuron is in the $[-1,1]$ interval, the input signals for all ANNs are normalized to this range. The second step toward the preprocessing is differencing the input signals. The differencing operation is used to remove the linearity in the input signals in order to improve the nonlinearity prediction process. The resulting time series is known as integrated time series. Once the ANN predicts the difference between any two consecutive values in the time series, the value of predicted location can be reconstructed by adding the first actual value to the estimated difference in the series. Subsequently, small variations of input signals, based on the nature of the signal, are removed to smooth the time series and mitigate the effect of noise. Variation smaller than 3 degrees, 0.1 rad, 0.1 m/s, and 0.1 m/s$^2$ are removed from steering wheel angle, heading, speed, and longitudinal acceleration, respectively. The resulting input signals during one maneuver is shown in Figure 5-3. Finally, the signals from all 90 maneuvers are concatenated to create a long univariate time series for each input signal.
All of our ANNs have 20 nodes in their hidden layer and 15 step short term memory, which means that they are using the past information of 1.5 seconds for future prediction. The required prediction steps are also set to 10 steps for all of the ANNs, $S_m = 10$, which means that we are predicting the behavior of the driver for 1 second in the future, since the driver can change its decision and behavior beyond this time. Finally, a 70-15-15 percent training, cross-validation, and testing data selection is used for ANNs training and performance evaluation.

Figure 5-3- Smoothed, Normalized, and integrated input signals of a single lane change maneuver

Figure 5-4- Layer structure of (a) NAR (b) NARX (c) RNN
Figure 5-4 (a), (b), and (c) show the layer structure of our designed NAR, NARX, and RNN, respectively. As mentioned before, The NAR is used to model the patterns of input signals to the system. These patterns capture the general behavior of drivers during a lane change maneuver. The NARX and RNN are used to model and predict the longitudinal and lateral position of the vehicle, respectively. The longitudinal position of the vehicle is modeled based on the predicted values of heading, speed, and longitudinal acceleration as external inputs. Therefore, the NARX only tries to find the nonlinear relationship between these inputs and the future longitudinal position of the vehicle. On the other hand, the RNN should not only predict the future lateral position of the vehicle but should also distinguish between different lateral maneuvers. Therefore, the lateral model is also trained with some curve road data to be able to differentiate between different lateral movements.

The performance of two trajectory prediction methods, vehicle kinematic model, and our trained RNN, for a lane changing vehicle in terms of lateral position are shown in Figure 5-5. The classic car model has the following kinematic-based differential equations [149]

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= v_i \cos \theta_i \\
\dot{y}_i &= v_i \sin \theta_i \\
\dot{\theta}_i &= \frac{v_i}{L_i} \tan \phi_i
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_i, y_i, \) and \( v_i \) are longitudinal position, lateral position, and velocity of the \( i \)-th vehicle, respectively. Also \( \phi_i \) denotes the steering angle and \( L_i = 5 \) is the length of the vehicle.

Figure 5-5- Comparison of 90-percentile conf. interval of Lateral position prediction of the Kinematic and RNN models for different prediction steps

Figure 5-6 shows the same comparison for longitudinal position prediction.
Finally, figure (a)-(g) shows the snapshots of the performance of the Stochastic-MPC for CACC during a lane change maneuver. The predicted trajectory of the cut-in vehicle for one second is shown with purple circles surrounded by a confidence rectangle for each prediction. The bad-set of the host vehicle is depicted as a green rectangle. The blue dots are showing the actual cut-in maneuver and the red dots are showing the long-term prediction results, which is the prediction beyond the one-second short-term window.
(b) The transition phase of lane change begins

(c) Few steps after commence of lateral movement

(d) Half-way through lane change, the cut-in vehicles crossed the middle line
(e) End of transition phase

(f) Completion phase for cut-in and adjustment of separation distance by Stochastic-MPC

(g) Host vehicle following the cut-in vehicle as the new leading vehicle

Figure 5-7: (a)-(g) Lane change prediction and MPC for CACC
Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future Works

In this dissertation, we focused on the enhancement of situational awareness and its applications for Connected and Automated Vehicle systems (CAVs). We first proposed a new modeling scheme for large-scale and small-scale components of the vehicular communication channel in dense vehicular networks. Subsequently, we designed an innovative method for a joint modeling of the situational awareness and communication components of CAVs in a single framework to achieve real-time situational awareness beyond line-of-sight (LOS). Based on these two models, we proposed a novel network-aware broadcast protocol for fast broadcasting of information over multiple hops to extend the range of situational awareness. Afterward, we extended our work to an end-to-end Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) framework to provide situational awareness and hazard detection for vulnerable road users. Finally, we designed a learning-based driver behavior model and integrate it into the situational awareness component of a platooning system. Consequently, higher accuracy of situational awareness and overall system performance are achieved by exchange of more useful information.

We investigated the effect of vehicular communication on situational awareness in Chapter 2. We first proposed an approach to remove the effect of fading on the deterministic part of the large-scale model. The two-ray model was then utilized for path-loss characterization and its parameters were derived from the empirical data based on our proposed method. Furthermore, we studied the usage of α-μ distribution to model the fading behavior of vehicular networks for the first time and verified its veracity by the K-S goodness-of-fit test. Based on the presented results of this section, α-μ distribution is observed to be a promising approach to model the fading behavior. Therefore, we are planning to extend the proposed approach for other dense vehicular environments such as intersections and tunnels. We then studied the real-time situational awareness subsystem of NCAS consists of two major components of estimation and communication. These two components have been modeled in a single framework. A PTA model was presented to model the communication component, and a hybrid automaton was proposed to model the entire system. This framework can be extended to study other estimation processes. The remaining parts of the model would remain intact. A rate control scheme can also be modeled as a timed transition out of this state based on network feedback. In addition, the communication part can potentially be enhanced to allow power or range variations due to the application of adaptive power control methods.
Chapter 3 described a network-aware double-layer distance-dependent protocol to ensure low latency and scalability over multiple hops. The first distance-dependent layer affects the rebroadcast decisions inside a hop and had two parts. The first part was a message size control scheme to utilize a small portion of channel load. The second part was a mix probabilistic rebroadcast method to give a higher probability of message rebroadcast to vehicles that are not only farther from the last sender but also in better communication condition, to guarantee that the forwarding within each hop is as fast as possible. In the second layer, the rate of information forwarding is decreased based on distance from the information source to preserve channel load. The effect was the rapid dissemination of information with a diminishing rate of forwarding. The worst-case boundary of the forwarding delay is still one order of magnitude higher than flooding with any of the techniques such as counter based and probability-based that are likely to have the same latency at the cost of much higher overload. Thus, further improvements might be possible through other distance-dependent methods for the second layer. We also aim to present the performance evaluation of the proposed method by generalizing the road scenarios to intersections and other movement topologies in which density changes quickly. Finally, in our future works, we would like to analyze the impact of our algorithm on the quality of real-time navigation systems and its effect on travel time calculation and rerouting algorithms.

Chapter 4 presented design, implementation, testing, and evaluation of our proposed vehicle-to-pedestrian safety system. Particular characteristics of VRU movement dynamics, response times, and most fatal crash scenarios were considered in this framework to extend situational awareness and hazard detection capabilities. Furthermore, the proposed framework was designed to satisfy the scalability requirements of cooperative vehicle-VRU networks. Thus, power consumption and channel congestion mechanisms were described based on the particular needs of such networks. The reported practical tests and analyses indicated that our design is a promising VRU crash avoidance and mitigation solution. Our future work includes large-scale trials and empirical parameter optimization of proposed congestion control and power consumption control mechanisms. Although the presented system design seems to provide a cornerstone for VRUs to talk to vehicles for safety, the realization of V2P safety systems is still facing many challenges. Further improvements and investigations in many aspects, such as network congestion, power consumption, localization, security, and availability of DSRC radio in a smartphone, are still required.

In Chapter 5, we designed a learning-based driver behavior model and integrated it into the estimation component of our situational awareness system. We specifically concentrated on cut-in maneuvers for CACC platoons, as a vehicle in a stable CACC platoon has to hard brake when another vehicle changes its lane into the platoon just in front of it. Therefore, time series were used to model the trajectory of the vehicle. Nonlinear autoregressive (NAR), Nonlinear autoregressive exogenous (NARX), and recurrent neural networks (RNN) were trained and used for lane change prediction. We then used the outcome of the ANNs as an input to a Stochastic-MPC. Three main goals are achieved with this controller. The controller minimizes the spacing error between the host vehicle and the vehicle in front of it while keeping the velocity as close as possible to the velocity of leading vehicle. Simultaneously, since it knows the probability of lane change from the vehicle in the adjacent lane, it responds appropriately to a cut-in maneuver to avoid harsh braking. This probabilistic approach contributes to the stability of CACC and platooning. The designed controller gives a safe cut-in maneuver opportunity to the cut-in vehicle by increasing the distance with its leading vehicle. In our future works, since the controller and ANNs were designed for lane
change maneuvers on straight roads, we would like to design and analyze the impact of our method on lane changes in more complex environments such as curvy road or exit ramps.
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